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Sat. Sept. 12.

Mr Rubbin and his partner arrived last evening but left for Paris this afternoon both via
Havre. He lunched a dinner with the Cuban
and went to lunch at the Chester Club to
have dinner. Just before leaving I asked
him for some preserves. He said I tried
different methods and gave me a terracotta.

In the morning, I went to assemble. Returning I drove
out to Cotte d'Oré and left the Germans in
the morning by a Mr. Walter addressing the
Walter Neideich speech, which Harris
sent to me.

We lunched quietly at the Hotel and then
made some calls.

In the evening we went to a dinner given
by Institute Rubini to me. It was a family
dinner, the other dinner being for jaysdall
attached to the late W. of N. staff, to include a
missionary, and Mr. Sandum for Johnn
writer.

Mr Rubini told Berlnt that when he came to
the U.S. in 1917, the jaynsdall crew to
both sea, learning about the secret
apartment and tell the same as to Shantung, and he
believed the report until President Lincoln. He also
said that after he came an Ambassador in
1918, he had a talk with Tansing on the subject of a
very important business to China as a
financial source; that Tansing fully understood this,
but when he was appointed having soldier
and by Mr. Goring and Secretary a friend of
an American; that he went to whom and
shouted the two men to the help with
Tansing, but that Tansing denied any collect
at any such assurance; that he thereupon asked
to be relieved of the trust as Ambassador, as
he held the power again and have any interest
with him; that later the President of China wrote
due emotion fully about the matter and
wrote it to President Lincoln.

This latter was told by Lincoln,
so he told him we held that Tansing as long time
was a very wise man,-subterfuging from violation
and that it had affected the Tansing, as
was shown by his bond, which clearly
showed the delay, that Tansing.

I also told Tansing that I had
and that I thought he was influenced by
John W. Foster. I also told Tansing, which

was told me in November by the President to assume
the job. When called, in 1876, that Foster
had asked an announcement of this business company
should be relieved at the same time, and
that Foster was very indifferent when
until that he refused would not be combined
with; that Foster had asked an announcement
in his Chinese fast.

I told him we wanted to see the Navy
boat at the place of Mr. Sherman and to
said the Tansing would show it to me on
Monday.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

I wrote to Lincoln on telephone and send the two
or tickets to the cathedral which she would
keep at the hotel, but we had the two already
and two tickets.

went to cathedral at 10.30. A joint church. W
Foster delivered a brilliant address here. 11.00 A.
at 11 I heard a lecture. It was about to
a speech of Mr. Wilson and then, as also by
a woman who lecture every morning.
the league movement. an even better against
chamberlain, saying he wishes to abolish the league.
Mr. J. said the league was fighting for its life
in congress w. the proposed protocol, and that
the assembly would never consent to the killing of
the protocol. they all agreed that Lord said
that he had. if. others would easily
accepted the protocol in principle but would
have suggested modifications such as the need
to suggest reservations etc.

An invitation sent the National Council of Churches
was sincerely an adjournment of the National
machines results.

late in the afternoon, New York Paul Reuter
Northern called. he changed on trains.

My family dined with me, and after dinner
she said she would sit in touch w. some
went into a hall dance and gave me a
message - most hermes, very satisfactory. the
year in a long test which, however, did
not work out. (in lady).

lady came sent Brown a ticket to blue diamonds
gallop to the assembly for tomorrow.

The family dined tomorrow for chamberlain used
to return until Sunday.

felt in the back bring on to saturday and able
to announce on the evening.

He said he had ordered to him accused &
at once: forwarded: Paris, Morgan Harvey;
Uncas. Habib Richmond; N.Y. Century club.

sent Mr. Brown arrived yesterday.

Monday, Sept 14.
extended lunch at club. club to take Arab of
with Mrs. St. John.

very long walk in afternoon.

sent Mr. Brown came in for the.
after dinner he & his house and friends
called.

Monday, Sept 15.
went to assembly.

lunched lunch. club. he then cleaned
in Hoffman went. back w. and to
see Brown. stayed 2½ hours.

invited by Mr. J. he confided to a dinner
given by Cozens and others. relations to
Americans to meet Lord & Lady Clerk, who was to address them & answer questions. Resolved as we dined w. Mr. Belf. 

dined at 8:15 W. Sir Herbert & Lady Clerk. He said we dined London, & then to Paris only with his son. In 1909 the war to end in 2 years, by St. Mary's & Lady B. the end of 2 years, he stayed in St. Mary's. 

We found ourselves at the St. Mary's, it included the French, to the French, a French gentleman, in the French, Lady Clerk, & Lady Astor, Saint. 

Wed. Oct. 16 

lunched at club club. Heard on Italian Opera, theater. 

saw their opera and said his French. They would come to hear a large dinner at which the American Society in the League was to be present. That the dinner might be held at a hotel, in which case she would not go; that if it were so she wanted me to drive directly with them. 

called on Mr. on his arthur church & 

lunches with Mr. Belf. on his arthur church, Made friends, in the arthur, Liverpool. 

luncheon, command of the. Hours were
that the N.Y. man. His head might be com
agreed upon; that the secret would enter the heads
but not stable after the assembly adjourned the
night. That lord checked no influence withe
the delegate, alle. Ii. Gubernatorial
absence. He was the little head; it was
very better against the child head on stubborn
meet concerning of disarmament plans.
He said that Nodd as well as Scott would
not attempt on the arms. Lord Henderson,
but badly served, was this attempted; that the
best Butler might again reach the leagues
and that Butler and Preston very nearly
dominated the next land of the mandate;
that Preston was a dumasset, and also very
quick, favored the leagues. But Kelch of
the last also favored it as did his joy.
after the latter landed a in the mandate as
rattle a yoke.

I then called on Mrs. Andrew Carnegie who
were delegated to see me. Mr. and Mrs. Carnegie
wonderfully confirmed the & she allowed me
the assistance. She said she worked the Tuesday
was about as he would have been well of
assistants but it would have turned out
with all this merrily. She begged me to call

when they in N.Y. and said she would be like
to have a good talk with me.

At 5 P.M. we dined with Edith; she was
alone on his business. Mrs. Johnson
was doing out; he went over the writings
of letters of the Smith and she really
seemed informed. He explained to me
about Hendrik Pragmatics letters to the
about Anna, and she did not seem a
bit disturbed by them. She told me some
remarkable stories about their troubles with servants in wurde. She said she
would probably leave here a next
Monday for Paris as the leave of their
letters was only for one month. She
said she probably would be back in
Washington by the land of October and
called Arnold to stay with the note
she settled on to an advertisement in

Friday, Sept. 18
Left Zewa about 11 A.M. and reached
Berlin about 3 P.M. From the Zewa
New St. and had a pleasant call in
the Vice President, Mr. Schneider; then called on Mr. Murray, Mr. Fisk and Mr. tons of them; then drove to the Bear Garden, and arrived at the city, leaving Mr. We left Berlin on the morning of the 2d about 9.30. Went to the White House where we had a very comfortable room and bath, overlooking the Rhine, on to the city.

Sat Sept 17
Left Berlin at 10 Am and arrived at Hildy at 3.30. Went to Grand Hotel where we had a very comfortable room and bath at 60 Mark. Passed the day, 5. Leave around city before dinner.

Sundy Sept 18
Stay from early to bed where about 60 miles. and return, went into first rank and saw the Imperial Winter.
Left 4.20 for Liebensberg from where we arrived at 6.30. Hotel Branden - very comfortable.

Mon Sept 19
Went by 10 clacks from 68 Brebeuf where we arrived about 8.30. Palace Hotel. boy

Good we had 120. Meet the day for room and board (12. 80). 

Tuesday, Sept 22
I called on F. Nelson in the, and made arrears for 3.30. He asked me both to leave the 20th. at 5.

He said me in a memorandum to leave a car in the 20th of Nat. 26th of Belgium. He said if I wished to see him personally he would be glad to arrange a meeting. He said he could not speak in behalf, so I said I would merely leave a card of my courtesy. I drove down and gave my card to a door keeper who asked me to leave a card in the front room. I told him I did not want to trouble him but only to bring my vessel. In a few minutes a gentleman came in - trembling his courtesy, who said the man asked him to say that he was going to an important conference - repeated extremely the courtesy and was met at my door, but would be delayed to see me at any time as I was not in the morning, as I explained that I was leaving early for England. The uncle was very acceptable and said he was in a count with the Relief debt come to Washington.
at 5 P.M. we went to a concert given by *Mr. Do." Monday.

and Sept 23.

Arrived by auto to Audenarde. Drank in north of Malines & visited the cathedral. The concert was not playing as they were long returned. Called at residence of cardinal Mersre. The secretary said he was informed all the money but lost us over the Palace & showed us the cloistered and vistas.

Arrived at Audenarde about 12.30. Called at residence of cardinal Mersre. He was very agreeable & sent us some mints, including a delightful little box of cologne. He said he thought the body could give us a better room, & sent us a letter to the Dean. Stroud to give us leads.

Our room was changed on Dec. 28. It was a very large room - but no leads.

Called 4 P.M., but before this went to the cathedral & saw the choir take. went to the other cloister where it appeared we thoroughly & said, we closed by.

Robben, that my only trouble was undress undercoat.

at 9 P.M. the chamber served and send cakemake.

Tuesday, Sept 24.

arrived Audenarde at 12.30. Did not dock but anchored. Left about 2.30.

arrived Cherbourg about 7.30. Pilot Audenarde came aboard. Many rain.

Friday, Sept 25.

"a cold, drizzly, rainy day.


cher sunshine but cold.

Sunday, Sept 27.

cold, drizzly, rainy. Many sea.

canvas awnings have been put up & are along the sides since we sailed, making it very dark, setting out to deck.

eng. Audenarde painted out a man walking in deck w. a cane & told to think it was canton Colston who were in boat. Later we learned it was Mr. Robert the bull. who commanded one of the arm. divisions in the war in Germany.
andrew sent te man the applicant who wrote
for Head's navigation, entering the
adventhe on the end of the way; that he
changed two clothes 2 or 3 times each day;
that when working we could lie bent on a
barley back & came; that the ablest among
the came down to describe in a detailed
fashion and the boat was covered with
smoke of mistle.

Monday Sept 28

A clear cold morning. Mudcloth on.

Clear something day but very cold.

Monday Sept 29

Very cloudy - heavy sea - canvas all around deep.

An afternoon became clear would.

Wed. Sept 30

A clear, very cold day.

Thursday Sept

Clear very cold. Raned talbot & PM.

Left 5:30

Friday Note

Sunny, not very cold day.

Sat. Oct 3

Bought at 6:15 am.

Reached rawshat 6:30

sailed about 10 am.

Went 15th. Limited in Parachute.

Ran under at Raw & reached 9th at

about std. Ph.

Eng. Andreas spragl of the Troubled w. See, Master.

He said the way did not like him and

finally wanted most very careful to bring; that

he was a PM. at Rawan & Adenache asked

him to act in the. 4 this barony care,

a freight change, however; that the 4t

leaves from Rawan for this barony;

that the way he was very familiar of

Adenache gave me talks to this care; that

Adenache wanted him to go to the Chicago

convent to get a place customing the

Adenache barony corn's bite; that the

way was badly refused to allow him to

go and that therefore he required.

He said that we were astounded
...
Andrew was very bitter towards the admiral for not giving better terms to France. He said he was ashamed of our country's attitude in demanding frigate, at least of the two annuities. And he added in conversation the admiral to pay out and asked my opinion of it. I told him, without expressing any opinion on the matter, that it would certainly be regarded as a blow in the back of the admiral and that he should not tangle with it without full knowledge that it would be so regarded.

Sunday, Dec. 4.

My digestion was so bad I called out to the public and made an advertisement to go to the chausson shop to turn over an examination to stay for a thorough examination.

Monday, Dec. 5

Met Dr. Jourdan at the chausson shop at 10 A.M. and I told him to get the enema and went to the Ray Room and Dr. McCreary gave me an enema of a chemical called Borsin, I 180 and then I went to X-ray.
declared data. Had considerable time this
rest of the day.

Tuesday, Oct. 6
wax seemed little x ray indicate. They revealed
moating load—very eam in a bed, the untreated eam ing sharpened burrells.
At night the team still continued.

Wed., Oct. 7
Mr. J. requested to send one horse today and
thought it better to wait until tomorrow.
All the team & i took several trains &
could not catch.

Thursday, Oct. 8
Mr. J. said he would go back again &
edd lint could find moating out of the
way. He said he did not have any sharpened
roarer; as he was satisfied as ever ex
right, but the team still continued the
thought it better to leave a sharpening
granger.
I went down again and this time
draw the barore and for 20 minutes
was photographed. Dr. H. said he would
continue at 1.30, when I went down again
for further photographe. He then said to come
in again tomorrow am at 7.30.

Tuesday, Oct. 9
At 7.30 Dr. John made an injection of
Barore & took more photographe. He
said he found absolutely moating and
of his way to even sundaum; that the
sundae were in perfect condition; that
my bowel movement were chronically
chronic shambolic. He had been told
fell what in my right side and was not
published as quickly as it should be
coming. The Ernest on his left side i
continued to be in the same way. His
thought it better to leave a sharpening
granger.
I went down again and the team
drew the barore and for 20 minutes
was photographed. Dr. H. said he would
continue at 1.30, when I went down again
for further photographe. He then said to come
in again tomorrow am at 7.30.
Feb 12. Monday.

Mr. W. A. Curtis in Boston 5 1/2. He said Banks and a number of brokers in Boston and New York had been in his office. The rate was 5 1/2 to 6% but that the Board had told him the rates must be maintained at 6; that such a move was absolutely necessary; that the banks were using the same rate to set money at other exchange houses. He then showed him how to purchase bills to the value of $250,000. He said the rate must be maintained at 6. He said Mr. W. A. Curtis would not maintain at 6. He said Mr. W. A. Curtis was not afraid of the reserve advances and might show a heavy balance in New York.

Feb 13. Tuesday.

In Wash. Missings said the Pile cannot run, de novo, we must proceed with caution and

with that we were to have a conference in New York. In New York, both the main channels were filled, but that the New York channels did not function well. I am satisfied that the S. is dominated by the N. and that the S. is in a position of an old enemy in the U.S. P. and therefore relatively stable. I am inclined to the same view and have an opinion of the stock situation in New York.

In every line there was a call for the Federal Reserve Board to act. He said the Board (federalists of a nature) had been in their hands. Mr. W. A. Curtis told him that I really considered him. He said he felt the U.S. would be more clear of this would count and that he trembled so great he could not understand it.

Mr. W. A. Curtis said they were working hard for the National; that their only fear was that the people would be interested in the Banks would go into the column and the likes less would run for the bank; that they knew nothing about banking and
not 16. Monday

at Board meeting twc. sheets of the meeting with N.Y. creation yesterday. He said we are opposed to increasing the 2.5% rate at the present time; that they were bringing direct action in the N.Y. banks to cut down short-term loans; that in 65 or the N.Y. banks were concerned their action was successful, and that the huddle was that the greater part of the money keyed in the banks through came from the mutual, mutual loans against N.Y. balances a direct loan; that many of the discount houses it might be well to lower rates, so, said just before the next N.Y. meeting and the a week later Cleveland & Platts; that this would came uncertainty in the next the, might just to decrease the great wave of speculation activity; that it would throw a heavy increased burden on N.Y. last and N.Y. and large part of that was being felt by the other banks.

Mr. James said if rates increased, Atlanta also would want to go up and the independent might shroud over the whole country. Defining the trend of calls, whether the other banks; that their stability, their other banks; that their stability were too high and would soon break down, since, but if such break followed a rate increase, one would see that the N.Y. had raised the barriers again as they said in 1920.

Platts said we would surely be attacked in having a 3/2% rate on the broader of speculation while from 3% carried 4%.

Mr. Stewart addressed the meeting. He said production was slowing increasing, with practically stagnation; that he saw evidence that stock speculation was being fed by N.Y. discounts; that there was absolutely no room for misreading the data on commercial relative, although the M rate was 1% below the summer, almost market rate; that direct action, on N.Y., would mean the situation of it could be obtained; that he was inclined to think that a 3/2% increase in M rate
would not trust in other marked rates.

Mr. said usually an increase under come

case at present would result in an increase of

the marked rates, which all agreed was

not wise, or desirable at present.

Mr. Ulric doubts that general marked rates

would change, it was well or necessary to

maintain rates in commercial paper, reductions

in order to check land and stock market

speculation.

Undoubtedly can. Rather reductions are to bring

of last bidding the stock market. Land, in the

first instance at least, direct action planned

for that to cause them to

obtain needed funds by calling in

speculative loans valued them by reductions

and to clear further loans on the stock

market.

Marked, Sept 19.

called me Dr. Thurston. He said that situation was

unchanged & that at the meeting Mr. the

Board would again urge an increase; that

the rate at which they were buying bonds in

other market was rather than the demand

rate. I told him we are meeting later

Monday and that feeling - expected it to Platt.

That rate changes could be delayed a

while; that James of Boston meditated

Atlanta and demand an increased. We H

called and said if he at or it would be

might require the movement or trend

of cotton. I said James said in advance

at Boston, meditated have the psychological

effect of stability in the country and

came a break in cotton & cotton, any

might be an all thought they were bound

to anyway the farmers would feel this

Matter were reasonable.

I told him, Dr. Y. B. Brown told the

market would be in hand by direct acti

on we thought he could do this would

He asked me to send to the shareholders

meeting 12:45, who to that directors

meeting at 2 PM & I said I would.
I then called on Mr. Turnbull. He said there was no direct action on the matter, and did not want to make any statement now, except that the higher interest rate should not now be increased. He asked to be called in the morning and he said he would immediately after calling on Mr. Sting, which he was about to do.


Went to Boston, attended stockholders meeting of WBS of Boston and made an address. Attended stockholders meeting at 2:30. End of new rate discussion. The directors stated that all rates should be increased and were not inclined to lower rates or issue of another of concern to the market. Finally the Board should a resolution preserving an opinion, but nearly to high their current charged, and resolution not to be sent to the Board.

End, Dec. 22

Scholar address on Dec. 10 and 10th, in the breakfast room, Congregational church.

End, Dec. 27

Estimate when WBS of Boston should be increased at a rate of 0.5 to 1.0 per cent. Afford much encouragement to reduce the overdraft by selling securities in a clear loan market; loans large sums were being demanded on each in N.Y. at Boston loan; that loan rose 7% and no ended over their concern of the lending banks and not-specific concern from the WBS; that lending to large borrowers as the lending banks would not continue borrow from the WBS; that lending to large borrowers now, increase lead rates as the large banks do, the bond from N.Y., loans at lower rates.

Mr. Sting finally said he thought it would be well for Boston to make a statement in support of Parke & Cleveland; that some increases should be made just before the N.Y. directors meeting and it would have a sobering effect on the
market would bear an increase by N.Y. and
this effect will be continuous until Phil
Cleveland last increased.

A discussion arose over direct action which
Miler said was a term invented by Sec
Pumpingfield. Mr. S. said it could not succeed
unless the Fed felt powerful enough to instill fear
in any firm tampering in Wall St. and that
it should be able to set those securities down,
and institute that it would mean setting
credit code would be destinations. Mr. S. said
that something must be done on those securities
in commodities was tending.

Jensen agreed as to N.Y. Cleveland and
not did Credit Cunningham. It was voted
that two C. for S. and two by moving the
setting of this Board.

\[\text{and, Dec. 14}\]

Mr. S. told Plank & myself that he felt uneasy
the lack of certainty and action of a firm
member of the Board (Halle & James
especially) \& that to members of the Fed
for C. to ask shows to come in and he
felt that their determination was right.

The Fed would be severely critical

He added that he had received instructions
to deplore, denounce etc. (meaning bluster) and
that members felt they should decline them.

\[\text{and, Dec. Nov 6.}\]

Meeting called to consider Boston interest in
rate following our understanding at meeting
we. Then that come last week.

Jensen moved to raise Boston business from this
date where it was voted some time ago.

Suddenly Cunningham read a resolution to effect
that the Fed would address a note of 5% on N.Y. to hear object immediately. In
inquiring he stated we meant to have the Fed
set in their rates at once and at our sufficiently
the resolution was slightly changed to
make it clear.

He tried to explain why the wanted that
but seemed very confused saying N.Y.
was the place to begin measures but he
did not seem very clear as to whether
there meant to my measures.

Miller said an 8% increase at N.Y. He
el owed Cleveland and increase at N.Y. He
decidedly favored this latter and would
vote for Cunningham resolution. He said there was too much credit in the country & that N.Y. would be forced to mortgage. This armed as such an act would just sub election rate and he said No. He also admitted to not that election rate was high enough.

James reminded Curtis that the whole Board at the time met at Buffalo, was in favor of the Bond. Phil. Cleveland, however, disclaimed that all the he admitted he had said nothing to indicate his objection. Curtis said if the N.Y. vote was voted down then he would vote for the Bond. Phil. Cleveland.

Curtis stated Miller believes the N.Y. vote will be lost and is making a gesture!

In vote the N.Y. resolution was defeated. Cunningham & Miller alone voting and Y. Gov. James voted No.

An motion of James the Bond vote was taken off the table and abjured Cunningham alone voting against it. Discussion followed on to what the meeting should become absolute.

James said and we should follow the resolution of the N.Y. which is absolute at close of business today. So C said absolute was absolute at close of year Monday and threatened to change his vote if this were not done.

Finally we decided to get back to N.Y. We were in N.Y. But thought the Bond be present when new vote might be held and finally voted absolute at close or business Monday.

Miller at first objected and made a salient speech intimating that the Bond might be done at had better which started into James.

So C said nothing as to calls for the money. As we had been directed to inform Miller that assumed this had been done.

at N.Y.

So being late we then met later the vote was passed as vote No. See Miller who absolved.
Sat. Nov 7

called on Mrs. Chancellor Hall.
called on Delicate Meyer at Chaplain's Hotel at 6 P.M. She made me stay to dinner to meet Richard True Library.

Alony said, Mrs. Meyer was very liberal on the debt settlements that he did make an agreement with Chaplain and the Chancellor in this town, and not agree that she put more time on the House than the note; that the Chancellor made a large bill; that I, Mellen, Stanley & Bischoff were the usual settlement about the Chancellor, but he did not agree.

Morgan Meyer said she knew her husband was engaged to Ed Rubbin; that it was scandalous for Rubbin to go abroad to see her at home and visit her at Paris. I said I was at home only 1 day, and did not visit her at Paris but went straight to Chelmsford to sail train. She said she Rubbin send she was engaged to Rubbin when she met the President and merely wrote Rubbin that she was so engaged; that it was

scandalous for her to leave Rubbin on the

physician; that she and New Stover were going into marriage with Mr. Bethell. Chaplain &

Stover set he could almost bear her letter. 

Delicate like Beaune's ghost.

I told her I did not believe either was a 

sentiment of health in the summer and she 

insisted she knew it was true.

She is a smallvalent person!

called Bertha in telephone at 10:30 and 

had a nice talk.

Wed. Nov 11

attended orchestra by 4% pm, vote at

clerkend to take effect at close of time.

next Monday, Mrs. Miller voted against Bundy

South Sunday, or the last time.

Catherine called me at 6:30 and asked me to

dinner Sunday.

Sunday, Nov 15

Said with Catherine and later played pool.

Catherine asked me about judge Cunningham. She said she felt she must have a lawyer to

advise take the time to time and after...
in Branch suggested Conning, who had asked me
in the train, when suddenly Harry White came and
asked to see me; that he was between a
Huddle attack in him and said he had already
sent the word that Wood and Huddle were in
Branch. She said Nancy had no idea that
Wood was engaged; that Nancy had a
real care of Wood.

Monday, Nov 16,

called me to Justice, the boy and asked me to
come over to Coombs, without mentioning
Huddle young. He said Coombs, in the
head of the box, was a man of
great abilities and that a client called
his absolute faith in him.

I wrote him to Wood and he wrote
her a most grateful letter, also Inquiry
words on business of the manager instead.
lunched at Mrs. Clark's. sat next to a lady
enough, Leavitt & Burk, had after having
went up to him, sat with me and said he had
got explained to Leavitt that he would not
break hard to write the letter. He told me formally
there was many things to the contrary and after
writing on in the slate book.

I cautiously referred to Leavitt and said
that at first I knew the house next to that
and went in to explain about objeet in
the absence of a job. In. agent to be to Chicago
in 1919. He said John and Leavitt came to Chicago & the slate book did not
wrong to break a paragraph, and he asked
me in a joke to object; that later John
came in and emphatic said part of this
factoid or Leavitt had told him the true
no objections; that led him called before
attends to a book is in subject a few
back, and showed him two other things
he objected to a job. In. adhered; that
John remembered him imperfectly and said
that a week later he had talked with
Leavitt who agreed to the absent;
that later Leavitt showed him the debate
to this fact based on large habits, with him
and Long said Leavitt remembered then lots
correlated in his absente; that later the
next time & showed him the debate
to this fact following the later case
Leavitt, stating that Leavitt had agreed
to the absente; that Leavitt
was then abroad (1919); that he located
his Leavitt diary of habits, but nothing
rehears in the alleged date of the
later w. Leavitt; that he called Leavitt
who said he had no recollection of any
such talk, but that anyway conditions
had now radically changed.

Long said his letter claimed troubled
him it cold believe he things Leavitt
must have said what Leavitt alleged.
Long also said that Leavitt was in
vain in stating that he was a friend of
his secret trustee abroad in 1919;
that Leavitt knew that Leavitt told
Leavitt of this in May 1919 at a
secret conference at the Colotti House;
that he did not know whether Leavitt
had broken a nut.

But with Long Leavitt had told him
he did know of break and that he had
so that it drawn in this library can't be drawn after learning until the Senate can't. I did not know of that.

Ferry said after 1919 to 1921 when many sent a devaluation a communications made during that period during this period; that with the

Theodore was, that heavy had not take his; that briefly to wear normally to set wheels to allow him enough to do and slightly after a couple came for looking understanding well drawn.

Ferry said Ray St. Beville even to wear monitor in as he understood their economies and had to go west; that he was glad to talk with him and would wrote nothing; that then clearly showed the connection of all the trend to keep.

I asked Ferry if he would object to my country Staley saying this understanding of a clearly letter in him and he said it took new objectives.

Hand. Nov 19

In shyness, chair of directors of NBB sent, came into board meeting. Sense of resignation of

Chernin to take Effret since 1926. Said that

the real term was the war of Chairman vs. Governor; that the directors considered NBB job limited to presiding at meetings of the

and that Chairman current nothing more. He shyness did not agree with this view and thought the Chairman should be the indispensable influence in the

bank and should be consulted on all questions of policy. He said Chernin's resignation clearly raised an issue who, the NBB must settle, of how it amounted to a new man.

He asked them, to formulate a plan to show his ideas as to the functioning of the 2 offices and be said he would.

We then asked him and his three the other

class I would be found around and join us nations from who. To add a third.

Nov 20.

NBB will merely to defer until 10% under

time allowed as board.
Randolph called me out about 4 P.M. to say that the ballot had died early in the morning, that they were going toußlengthen the term and that the Senate would be in Session.

I at once wrote a note and handed it to the Plattsburg street cars, it was Randolph last only for a summer.

I then telegraphed Berne at Albany.

Platt moved that it was agreed to renew, which was agreed to.

Platt offered as a substitute a resolution that for a period of time after the Senate as of Nov. 2, but decide an immediate meeting of the war loan commission to consider whether and under what conditions the war loan could be a change in the laws of 1917. The war was voted, all voting for, except Platt.

Platt moved that a substitute of May 1925 be made and amended to meet the war. The Senate then voted unanimously.

Harold Harb wrote me that the vote to be held at 9:30 P.M. was voted.

Wed, Nov 25

I wired Mr. E. writing stating address of Austin Chamberlain and had check on the ward account, delivered before eleven. Blew, Sept. 7, 1925. (In Mr. $5 on copy of letter.)
S. P. R.

Sir: Stringfellow stated before the

meeting, and including Sec. Mellon was

In S. asked authority, in behalf of the M.

agree to buy 5 millions of dollars, with an

additional object, that to be made tender to

plot 5 millions more, if necessary, as

a maximum; he said the directors of

M. would make recommendations in favor

Sec. mended the Board would interfere no

objection to him.

Cunningham begged to have it come under

the next meeting, allowing the issue no

objection to it.

S. said quick act must be taken

he might have to take action Monday

morning.

Finally Cunningham reluctantly agreed

to a vote.

The vote was unanimous, except Sec.

Mr. Stringfellow stated that Sec. Mellon

must make the report on Board on

1.16.
was a negative vote, and that it was & could be treated to become a torture persons.

Sunday, 24. Washington, also par a bit, and said that the present policy was ridiculous & that the debt agreement would come to it.

Nov. 29. Washington, also par a bit, and said to come in, and I have a very pleasant walk.

Nov. 30. The treasury bought 460,917 and 4.5 at 3.50.

Weeks to go a most great. The statement that the Council of the league dedicated the holiday today to her foreign debt holders to the memory of wounded Union soldiers.

Monday, 30
Meeting W. C. W. Council.

Monday, Dec.
Meeting with W. C. W. Council.
Accord of Board meeting calling for a meeting
read. After vote read 204 was called when
by the E. to check on the resolution & have
said 204 introduced it. E. said it was
a continuance between & Miller & Potts
union, & Miller knowing said at the meeting
that they should be a call of 1st sec.
of at least 100 million, as credit was
more valuable & the board an even of
maturity. He had hoped that the
38 million 1st sec. maturity 30 to
allowed to run off.
A Miller questioned was the slight as to
100 million, & said his slight could be
only 50.
I went in reading whole report
of which showed Miller view as to 100 m.
and the slight as to 50.
If you not wanted said, allowed to check
the Board opinion without losing the
end, & 30's slight was accepted
immediately. Then said it was wise to hold
the 38 million and reduce the 30
on the sale of 50 million with
our little effect now but might have great
effect to sell after 1st of the year when
large liquidation is expected.

Mr. S. said we must face the same squarely.
the demand of 1st & Miller is deflation
will + whenever. He then went over the
evidence of the country, showed that
the stocks chocolate was smaller control.
that stocks were not less from the
1913. We are devil; that banknote was
 Nursery  & Miller fully supported.
He wanted not that European rate
was not low but really were high;
that an index in discount rate could
in the only way to bring about the
deflation 1st Miller wanted, and that
such an increase would be followed
by an increase in European rates; that
it might result in bringing more gold
into the country & further instability
at Britain, and in costly uncertainty. Mr. G.
Mr. S. said our direction were a must
against advance. Rate now, allow of
because in time they might have to
put their info, but it is of any, must
soon go up to 5 1/2, and that our rate and
very much feeling should now be
changed. The other members of the
the Bank Committee agreed with Dr. L.

Dr. S. also pointed out that the Fed had
allowed a month to declare unless
lending rate the highest came without,
and that means the C.C. of Texas. But
the meeting the first $38 million could be
reduced.

and

Board voted to accept plan of Dr. S.
to unload 7 not left run off after
$38 million bounds.

Dr. S. brought James Bay
Miller & Moan, Do.
On the board: They both said they should only personally, but I have my doubts.

For C. steep of the latter office of C. W. He drew to Perum.

I told the 1st that we cleared them to see the man that in Perum place instructions which would in substance imply the man's views as to duties of Chairman.

C. Miller asked for check receipt at Perum's request; said he considered as one of the oldest Chairman in the system, that he continued as C. Calhoun had practically submitted.

The statement of Miller & James, really in effect by a request, without any authority from the 1st, is to my mind extraordinary, and I shall treat in the record my protest.

So Rubin and C. to be examined again so to check up the examiner's examination. C. was thing to examine trouble with the gall bladder.

9 a.m. end of the examiner, 1909 mass. tu be given barium to drink, and stomach and gall bladder examined. C. successfully managed to regain about gall bladder but it was met in this difficult degree sensation.

The C. did drink another plan and tablet was given.

At 3 C. did and man included again. He then drink another plan of milk & barium. For tomorrows money, status of man called nothing since & so last night.

Told to eat a good dinner which I did.

 Heard, Bee.

9 a.m. At the examiner. Dr. Kays was doing but very little, C. standing not and surprisingly managed to report again of gall bladder was sensation. Scope of accumulation of fecal matter at right
end of color, into the sand accounted for as
initiation & train on left side.
Then cats were given an outline of mambo
and near lieutenant lotin.

11.30. Received letter from Hoth, Henry Holta
saying he wanted local sequence abbreviation
for ames. Came over here to show for next summer, also abbreviation of some local
sounding Ames. Beecher to honour to
study leased.

Cold at once telegraphed twenty additional
copies, copied on 3 weeks study of
research lines last session. Cold could not
attend because of low x ray tests.

and, Dec. 2 (ended)

First told cold be kind enough to give
thing about my habit and to the exchanged
himself as warranty in favor of it.
the following message from Arnold:

"The amount is different than I thought. I knew why the details of getting back and forth had not been clarified. It was all in the mind, thought running from one to another but the fact that a word was found meant and then it is better than hundreds of words or argument. I don't want to say any more.

There was no possible way to which he arrived in any one letter that was heard of Arnold. His arrest had never mentioned Arnold's name & was completely unknown when it was mentioned.

Today, Dec 4.

went to Dr. Neilson with Arnold.

He went to St. Charles where which was about him & founds except that the amount the letters barely involved in any and found some hypocrisy. He found the text to be dangerous but do you feel. He made an address with Dr. Neilson.
said he agreed with Henderson; that the only practical work on the mill would be to turn the
foundation lead and core work to three tons of metal adv. by me last month; that
Butter said he agreed to him, and that of the foundation could not be used and
that the work of the h. of the mill was not practical work on the mill, in which it was
Henderson's wish; that, in the event there was no
Butter asked whether James Brown Scott
objected and Henderson said, No, to be present
in his new blander voice.

Henderson, said,
and then Mr. Butter: Stick to the
the concrete grounds which leave the place
of a stake and meeting.

Last week, Mr. John Brown, of Steel Trust Co.
San Francisco, asked me to recommend our furnace
a year and a half ago to build here. Mr. Co. to
operate alone its subsidiary and beneficial
3.00. A number of lawsuits, all that
who informed me before me. This fact, an
adverse recommendation; solely in the
ground that they were beyond the area defined as contiguous territory by
the Board.

The town of Yuma, Mr. Platt and friends agreed to support the Board, that the
corn examined into the advisability of
establishing the contiguous territory as
immediately defined, consulting with the
Mills and the State board of Surveyors.
Mr. Platt objected to changing this area,
but said that there should be some
thin territory, because the best original
site a blanket above the lake, where the
extension of the line from the west
outside of the defined area, it being
stated that the area, filled with
plains, should be granted within
outside the proposed defined area.
that demand increased somewhat and mention
Palo alto and Burlington, also a large number
of other banks; that the Board viewed them
that the Board would not certainly limit
relating in with their liquid limit; that at
that time there had in fact practically
burst a little two banks; that in equity
sum total considered with the limit
limit by being big limited elsewhere
which was not a limit as to those
two banks; that later, after the lim-

dictated that prior, there felt a new
relation, sufficiently limited to burst two
banks; that in equity and good conscience
sum total considered with the limit

It said that was absolutely correct;
that all the limit sum of the Board
said to grant sums were
in amount the bank of study had at times
that all the banks named by
the bank of study were turned out
now branches, while there was
banks already acquired and not
returrect.

comparatively, the board said to grant
sum total would give them a limited and
not with other banks which never would
not to establish travelling, but lead piled
no additional within the limit limit,
as given and the Board of study had

not said he agreed with them and would much
people extending the area of configuration
ertainty by amending the Regulation so as
to remain often banks to avoid themselves
of the travelling; that the week clearly
showed that Burlington and Palo alto
were in fact a bank of the greatest-need-

ality of new measures.

From, the board favored this extension as
ted also further.

Hiller, at least at least, would not
agree to this.

Hiller finally moved that the Board
reconsider its previous refusal and
sum total to release these banks
to branches, as there had substantially
completed with the Board's regulation.

Etc, said sum total and sum before
me with clear bonds and this


J. M. vide the mast be graduated.

Muller motion was carried.

Age: I. E. Muller, Pratt and Co.
No: He sluforne, Cunningham & James.

A motion was then made that the trustees come to consider & weight in consideration of paying the debts of contingencies relating to erect this new are, said
come to consult us. An int. 2. Cent and
State Bank of Contra.

Carried.

All voted Age of each Cunningham who voted
No.

lend, Dec 14

Want to rebuild and we will have to
have a good brick

and

and

sunday Dec 15

Wrote to a man who had sold ten auto's to take me to a drive. Afterward we called at
the house and she drove home with me.
Jan. 24th, 1861.

in U.S. Senate.

Sen. Reed called. He said Sen. Clarke was a very able man and had been a very active man in the Senate. He was a man of great intellect and ability. He was a man who had been a great statesman.

Jan. 25th, Tuesday.

the Senate. The debate on the motion was adjourned.

Jan. 26th, Wednesday.

The debate continued with Sen. Anderson.

Jan. 27th, Thursday.

The debate continued with Sen. Clarke.

Jan. 28th, Friday.

The debate continued with Sen._toket.

Jan. 29th, Saturday.

The debate continued with Sen. Clarke.

Jan. 30th, Sunday.

The debate continued with Sen. Clarke.

Jan 31st, Monday.

The debate continued with Sen. Clarke.

Feb. 1st, Tuesday.

In the morning, Sen. Clarke called a special meeting of the Senate. He said that the Senate was considering the matter of the nationalism of the Union. He said that the Senate was considering the matter of the nationalism of the Union. He said that the Senate was considering the matter of the nationalism of the Union. He said that the Senate was considering the matter of the nationalism of the Union. He said that the Senate was considering the matter of the nationalism of the Union. He said that the Senate was considering the matter of the nationalism of the Union.
recounting for his testimony and he said
not.

wished that it were in Doc's office
before the meeting and talked w. Doc
Smyth who was looking with keenness;
that Smyth said he would be against
anything in business & industrial condition;
that lowering interest rates were bad be
cause as they might absorb capi-
tal ultimately.

be interested and that he, attorney of classes
a member of the Trade Council said at
the joint meeting that there have been increased 1% by the clock maker
necessarily.

after long talk we adjourned until
tomorrow, Dr. E. to hold again with
Smyth meantime.

see 11. tried

Pound not at 3. 1/2.

wished a. Smyth was reliable.

He indicated that request of new bond
issue was based on term & rate. Smyth
not primarily on stock market.

He was very unresponsive. Miller x said

we were trying to tell Doc & Smyth
that the chief had delin-
quent matter w. Doc. Miller & the President.

at the meeting Doc. C. asked Smyth about
again and asked the feasibility of the
Board. On a moment there was no
resolution, finally Doc C. said to Miller;

Tean you any motion to make? Miller
said no, he felt the Board would vote
absolutely and the Board would no
motion but would absolutely vote against
absolutely.

there was some further discussion in
we. Miller again no treat.

finally said meeting adjourned, saying
that too much had been said by Miller
on the stock market; that there was
a condition & not a robbery; that what
some were being discussion was the
by 20% un verifiable; that all agreed
that assets, bonds must be balanced,
cut in by reduction in loan and fund
so Miller against this; that the
final did not want to add to their
heavy burdens or they did not want
to show such tendency under the new 6% rate conditions now in force & that the old 4% rate would be unsatisfactory & that the old rate was much too low. In addition, it was recommended that the rate be reduced to a minimum of 4% or even lower.

An vote it was carried:

Yes. Governor Connolly & Counsel

No. Mr. Kemper

Mr. E., who was the voice of the R.Y. bankers and voted against, directly told S. to buy 15 to 16 million of the securities, he said, 16 for N.Y. Banks.

Mr. Kemper made no comment on this.

Prior to this meeting there was considerable discussion of whether or not the current discounts would be reduced. It was believed that this was not a matter that would reflect upon the Reserve Bank, but that the Bank should make no reply to it.

After the meeting with Mr. E., Mr. Kemper said that Kollander was acting with Osborn and was trying to embrace the Fed; that he, Kemper, was not familiar with the situation at the time and was very indifferent about it. He said that Kemper was very much interested in the Bank; that Kollander was very much interested in the Bank also and asked Mr. E. when the loan extended, if Mr. E. heard about it before.

Kollander also thanked Kollander in most kind to the Board.

An Armed banking in meeting w. Kollander.

Dec. 22. Tuesday

Bertha Gale with Mr. Kemper to 16th St. to lunch with Edith Carter

Mr. Kemper has been with me

In the AM the Ambassador before a Board asking for bonds with the usual partition.
Dec. 25, Christmas Day.

We dined with the Biddle and drank
wines with Ed & Mrs. Alexander Ropes, the woman
two. We were also invited by Mr. Wilson, Mrs. Clarence
Warren and Mrs. and Mrs. age.

Dec. 28, Sunday

Served as our Christmas dinner to
celebrate birthday of Woodrow Wilson at
Haplovers Hotel, Baltimore.

Saw Elmer and Martin Battle stocks.

The address was all very fine, solenly
Elmer's was their.

To dinner was there!

(see next page)

Elmer said he originally aimed to build
on his company till and then I remembered
a very rich individual, next was a very.

Dec. 31, Thursday.

This in 1st were used and I was Norman came
from the Board and told me a little needle
and told for 1 1/2 hours.

Told us that unemployment was still bad
in England. It's a little unadvised; that there
were 1,200,000 out of work; that normally,
however, there always had been 50,000
unemployed; that unemployment was in
only 2% of those who were out of work were not yet
unemployed; that of course about 1200 he mean.

He said they was a grand sale of industrious
merchandize, and felt other good before we are:

1. The successful maintenance of the
gold standard at rates not just 5% when everyone anticipated 7%.
2. The German treaty.
3. The settlement of the New & So. of Ireland
boundary line.

In the latter trade, the coal situation was
bad.

He said France lost its oil; only a little
more the gold standard remained, but that they must fall back.
He did not favor a controlled gold standard, but it was just as much for fear of war, as for the sake of the policy that would be made more flexible. As explained fully the Belgian situation, caused entirely by Belgian banking over the coinage issue by the during the occupation of Belgium.

He did not favor a controlled gold standard, but it was just as much for fear of war, as for the sake of the policy that would be made more flexible.

1926


Went to White House. Mr. C. was very ejected and Mr. C. expressed his immense respect to Senators.

Drummond was told me one day last week at luncheon at the White House that he had the news of the report on the time of any newspaper men, that he, that President Wilson knew more of what the facts were than any other President; that this was only today. He had the car to the ground, hooted what was

wanted and then proceeded to do it; he also told them that he believed that life was getting ready to accept

him. The new evidence of a corner of public opinion was that, that he was about to fight that in order to do it in the view of the war he had laid his money on the very bread.

The White House, Thursday, Dec. 31, 1925,

announced that the Army Board, before which was asked the court, had returned to the

chief judge that the channel of such a court should be altered in order to accommodate future development of cases (in such cases, the hearing and finding by Board).


Leo C. left here that in the morning of the 31st Miller came with his own while Mr. Norman was there and had been called with him. Miller very severely about the necessity of his duties of YGB and that Mr. Norman told them, too. Very much deceived and amazed at what he said. Miller evidently got the few furniture.
I was also told that the Board had written to another letter stating almost exactly the same as the Board over N.Y. stated recently when we considered the ability of the President's first letter. So I said it was needed to be sure that some of the Board had endorsed the information to the President and to believe firmly decided to remove and that several endorsed the President second letter. As this is so I am dejectedly induced.

Jan 5. Tuesday. I wrote to Mr. Allen that I came and to consider all open matters as matters of the week. This was in fact been done since Dec. 31. 1922.

Jan 6. Wednesday.

In hearing until that the President for the moment has no knowledge of my running on that it was not recommended in the Board. He also said John J. Metzler told the Board wanted me to run this year.

I said Metzler also said he had just heard an encore to go. I said. butler; that he asked me not to run but that he said it would be if I were not recommended in the Board; that butler said not have their rules for he immediately and that could

had made an excellent memorial and that he was deeply in favor of his reappointment.

I asked him if he and some of the Directors could hold their place with Butler and him with Mr. Allen and the President.

I also asked them and his run up the mentioned amendment to the MRA allowing 90 day drilled notice of member change to member, secured by required notice, (read by last day to be unimportant), under limitations of reduction of the MRA, that said he gave no chance to object to their. He also asked me and could not that I would be unimportant.

Jan 5. Wednesday.

We dined with Adam S. and Anna, Helen. Helen and Randle had also were thin and called for me at the Hotel and brought me home. Ada. Helen was ill and judge Bryant, a Democrat, temporarily, with two girls.

Anna told me she had been

Fed Dead
judge bespoken to counsel and tried to avoid an interview with him today. I told him she would surely to have him so even any trouble she may have inquired with Mr. Baker as to the propriety - but this was very unimportant.

Mon 7. Proceed.
The Board agrees in a letter to the President for aid in 1922. We continued to assist to Vol. but changed immediately and £5,000, meaning no matter of importance. All the additional members were removed and it was recommended that the change were removed.

Feb 1. Agreement were reached.

Set additional interest 3 1/2 to 4% of Mardon oz. N.Y. effective Jan 3.

Jan 8.

Jan. 8.

Resolves not published in enclosure.

Mr. Marsh wrote in an memorandum to all allowing members because to give their note to Mardon for advances, for 20 to 50 days when secured by eligible.

Vanderbilt (but not by bank banks).

The Board recommended by the President and addressed by the President of the Board to us to get control in our hands.

The Board, it was stated was used but used by the large banks, but only by small banks. The small banks could borrow from their correspondent bankers at 120% of collateral, at this moment their usual source of credit. After Mardon, but they could only hold this particular credit have, and if a note been taken to be secured by it would have been used to come at and mean time they could not get their money in bank if they could. In this if it could be a direct note taken at 120% of eligible back as collateral. In other words, if any one note would be taken back by the other collateral their procedure was better.

Vanderbilt was removed from all amendment.
On Thursday, Hull offered a motion to abandon the 15 day note. This was at once voted on and failed by a 12 to vote.

[Signatures]

At last, Hull and Cunningham.

No. 74th, 74th, and James.

Finally it was agreed to remember this vote and take it up when the Sec. of
Maney could be present, as also Catt's motion.

Mr. C. said the 1st note of D.J. was Germany
15 million in silver at 15-day note and
Douay it in the Stockholm exchange at 5-
6 to 76.

Catt said this could be corrected by the
silver or, if not, by a special rate of 6%
over the discounted rate at 7.5% or England in 7-day advances.

Catt said there had been a notice that
in Canada at any time, and
we should have considered before acting.

The did not continue Huller.

Jan. 9, 54

[Signatures]

[Signatures]

[Signatures]

[Signatures]
of Religion and Race. He said Mr. Glad said every word he said in this diary.

Mr. C. was at Edith's. She spoke up last evening that her parents were the last to approve of the marriage. Mr. Glad said he wanted her to come on, but, although a quiet wedding, she felt it might be somewhat embarrassing in view of their social circles. She wanted to avoid showing the family and the family would not be amused to see her. I think really she did not object the marriage although she did not say so.

Jan. 11. Monday. Came back, went to church, met Mr. C. at church. Came home.

Jan. 12. Tuesday.

Mr. C. called to Bertie and asked to bring tomorrow evening and asked Bertie to meet her at the station. She was here.

Jan. 13. Bertie motion to abolish 15-day ballots. Motion carried by an amendment to which was defeated, 5 to 2.

Mr. C. and Mr. C. 5 to 2.

No ballots.

Mr. C. and Mr. C. were also asked to a new ballot, and Mr. C. was sent to remain; and it was voted to send all, but it was not to meet. Mr. C. was asked to record as not voting.

Mr. C. said Mr. C. was not to be expected to be recorded as not voting.
understand why the dinner rate had not
long ago been increased.

The world met with Jelte and Amber and
she asked, "Ma, ha x ha?". Jelte said it was
wonderfully well and said she
would like to send it to Bette Brandt
on the field she could arrange to have
her own partition league establish it. We
agreed to this.

At the meeting of bishops of the Roman
Catholic, the Hammarschieds were
among others. After the lunch she had a
South of the Florida trip.

She tried the door to the club room
which she immediately entered.

This was the only room in the
house and thought she should go into a room and
said now that the club was "Thursdays"
it turned around and "railroaded"
her out of the presidency. She then
explained that she by force breaking
a window being reflected around them
well, but she said the club never

turned of a win such a big loss. It was the
road to the last it would not remember
in the club was so furious. She said the
announcements were not trusted and she was
assured that they would send. She said what
are the lead club for the club-dwelling
of 1900. It was of course a win to be foreclosed.

They considered that the club would buy the interest in the
next to believe. She said she disregarded
the Nellie Lewis Lewis, sent a memorandum
by another letter that it were not so.

She sent to accept her jujubes. Willard was
impressed - she could not think in
possible way; she asked on to the
Mrs. Thrall and when told they were
her husband and her Helen, she said
"why God! What a date!"

She said she should have been consulted
by another. They held the story turned
to get in touch with the lead that
no one had been the main in the
house - know when the woman
when, and that such of kind of only
make it unbecoming.

She said her husband themselves, a poor
would have been but for Scott and it was
explained that all of the official bank
of New Jersey, this was undesirable.
Although she made a ludicrous stab at

South told me that when in N.Y. in Dec. 14
the usual statement of the Board; [that the
usual time the bond traded less remain that
she was early and was about to establish a
new list of recommenders, and that she
intended to fix two lists that she was not
willing to leave South's book to
consider correspondence promulgated, but that he
was in the [blank] [blank] to send another
book, he had no specific interest of
including it, that there was a reason
not to be disclosed in the news. Later
South said the cause was the [blank] that
made no mention of South's letter.

She said when she returned to London [blank]
the cause was shown because there
official announcement at the
previous day, clearly [blank]; [that the
member wrote South in a letter stating

that the movement of either of any matters
of twenty-five years in the main public
made it clear unnecessary to check to
the
of her wish as to much writing letter;
that the announcement of letters sent
few of immediate publication, however,
made it well. To find more letters which she turned to do.

She said she showed him to judge through
who sent letters shown instead of
affair affairs and would be more severe
for the [blank]; South's letter,
subscribed at 3:30.

She showed an envelope only — a
letter within letter. It was very
waiver and not canceled. It was the
only unused letter he referred to in the
board was unclear as to her letter
sent just as the term of omission was
obvious, instantly a letter to be
introduced for the clear explanation.
She had sent South's hand deliberately
described ten and the was greatly
shifted and ungrammatical. She again
with her.

She also said South would not send.
To the dinner, including another entree, and then
that there was a structure dinner given
to Mr. and Miss Smith on the
kitchen dinner, but that P. managed to
allow both; that P. had a table尔self
to structure dinner before the dinner
dinner was announced; that Dame
Dame called with Henrietta and begged to
to cause, but she said she would not; that
Dame said to H. that she owed all the bad
in that could to Henrietta and she would not
that she would not come in.

Jan 14. Monday
in Rich esquire London club, 10 PM.

Jan 15. Tuesday
Bread, some tea near a remarkable McBrave
in S. went to the [Redacted].

Mr. Rich came to dinner.
He said we went to dinner in Albany
at the [Redacted]; that Mr. D.iken
much of time in his acquaintance with
the [Redacted]; said he went out
in week. But not [Redacted].
Mertin both him and the tradition an

when in London with Duke and got the Secretary
in the hall, giving the address and asking
of the and time could be shown over the
Board of England; that she heard nothing
for him until we say when till first can
cause to Beattie's appointment, and this
ended the matter altogether they were there
two weeks.

when [Redacted] was [Redacted] in [Redacted] with
[Redacted]. Baldwin, at [Redacted] with a
large official dinner, and [Redacted] with a
party dinner with me. I
recognize letty him at the time that
Anne wanted to see the Board of England
and he said they knew they went in
London, to be sure and call them up
and he would be only the trouble to
come them or, at least, twice their
shown over the Board.

The recent evening was an unexpected
visit of the [Redacted] and [Redacted]
who recently outlaid themselves in
admitting [Redacted] and [Redacted].
Anne was terribly astonished
on the look when [Redacted] on a good
always lead him; that often the attempts to
have been upheld by him, the President sent him
a most grateful letter!
I could scarcely believe my ears, the above
statement is so stale. As Vol. 3 of my
diary will show, the Board came to all
saying cutting down, was laboring, having
and believe, thus came any hesitates to set
in with their secret. The being being a
majority of the Board. Finally they
wanted that the facts should be
cut down. In the latter case called
followed Muller called immediately
with the facts and even voted to take
a motion of cours that the course called
the evidence in sch. They called their
sch. Muller denied that he had
been cutting with the least, least in
large mass examined by C.B. and according
as admitted finally that all lead and
with them. Finally we admitted
that he lead written the whole sch.
Belief several times said in the Board
meeting that the Court lead a majority
of the Court Board; it, indeed he side
and remember the two votes; as we like

Jan 17. Sunday.
Incident w. Not his plans. Direct w. But the
handy.
Charles Graham called and said he will
for Muller a few days ago at a dinner;
that the thought assets had taken an
afraid until the day of the battle in the
Board in 1915 to cut down. He denied;
that he was the survivor of the articles
in the defeated the allowed by less
vote; that we have came to town, and
and Mueller when we were seeing the forced
cutting down; that the board led he was
very much mistaken in the case in the
President's side in the dictators and

when this statement was made also held
on the occasion later he said he had been
in a sudden movement. The wall
was notched by another notched.
It was
obtained by the President under
that he had heard no calls and
was not long believed new to buy the blood
water in this table. At this meeting
before that the only action undertaken
an execution accompanied.
It is very unlikely that long days
simple to decline, but he was a forced that
killed around started on the head
unexpected and no strength as was
weakening and getting ready to build.
and meet his fellow comrades
as a part from this second. A family member
acting as a kind of refusal, because
of the conduct, and how we felt is
dealt with fairly, believed the amount
have done so. In France 60, 63, 65, 157 (242, 153).

But this is not what he wanted already
holds that he was calling on the
police and along after Wilson changed to
in President, and they were both so excited
against his Lincoln, that he kept his hands
in. In the end,
Wilson also said he had heard that
the bill should be altered

Jan 17. Monday

While calls went around. And we
saw that some Clinton streets in Clinton,
ternal from 16 in the eng. Record.

Jan 20. Here.

While calls went to a coffee and says
James Wilson Scott have just written the
uncomforted Wilson Vietnam of the
Congressional which were voted on
April 16, 1925. Some days ago I called
and Scotts of which I said he Lincoln had
never finished it, and then in the
forenoon. At dinner, the Scotts and
ended "very lively friends."

Colle in the discussion why we
are suggested by a great boy, "the boy"
and ended "very lively friends.
I am extremely glad that Scotts, in spite
of the death of Wilson, came and

Jan 21. Thursday.

Some days ago I asked Mr. Brown and the said the men had received the check from the Forest Board dated Dec. 16.25 I called at the forest office and asked if it ever had been sent. The Au. Sec. said it was sent, but it.

On Jan. 20, James Brown Scott wrote me:

"I am glad to know that the Board has received the enclosed check from the forest in regard to the resolution of the Board of Forest which I issued in December of receiving the check in behalf of the forest fire fund. I am,

always sincerely yours

James Brown Scott.

Reading this casually one would assume that the resolution had been duly sent just after its passage — Dec. 16.25 and that the check was only sent after date Jan 20. 1926, acknowledged it, and the Scott sent it on Jan. 19. 1926!

This clearly shows Scott's confusion. Must be within 1000 miles. Must not have been on my table last night.
I believe he never would have left Scotland.  
(Dr. Sarah Hay)

Jan 12. Friday

Caledonia letter contains permit mentioned 
of Hamilton's new bank.

Caledonia letter of this was telegraphed.

Jan 23. Sat.

Two posts moved at common clerk to Lewis 
Dr. Hay of Columbia, Ohio, Master of the 
Nat Bank. Protocol: see postman's letter 
agreement; chemin de fer and cannel of 
Middletown, & Carl Bloomer.

I told them that 9 a.m. we started on 
our farm a hundred square mile in size.

with some to come out and we got back 
between 9 P.M. I read the New South Chart 
arrives in Boston.

The letter from Mr. Bloomer said the 
weather good the way he said, but very 
much wet, we thought it too far north for the


In the afternoon he requested to call and 
said she wanted a short statement of 
what she placed that bank whatever, and 
she would publish it. She had given 
this letter and Betsy said she written 
said she been very low. 

was the 

last man to do it. She read his letter 
and not want him, as the trust contains 
a grant of the general fund of more and 
submitted it to the; that she had been 
not to publish it until the deed.

Caledonia confirmed this last evening.

He requested certified to publish 
such a statement and Caledonia did also.

Jan 24. Sunday

Henry Burley called. He said that he was 
writing Dr. Burley - N.H. some 15 months 
ago Liv. was married in France, and the 
burley came to hear; that the 
husband in return to live beard of 
France, that the could not work for 
that man, as the Burley. Of Midd
cleveland, and send let me understand that. He also sent the rest on to them. A -california in 1919, and that she had been there. There was absolutely nothing in the club letters. Decimals in 4.44, for Wilson; that he was always interested in bright words.

Jan 26. Tuesday.
Wrote called to say he was going to Washington tomorrow night for five weeks; to see coldly to the Barnes.

Job 1. End.

Brew w. han Squire. She laid her hand Roland name. of phila.

Job 2. End.

at N Robbins would be examined by Dr. Thomas E. Boston, 1203-4 5 39, to have that kind of interest 4 and which X range can not determine. He gave me a shrewd expression of sound of the other for the and there that was a long hide w. an electric light on it. The family and there was absolutely no limits of fact a nervous, instability, which would a time durable.


hurled with he, will, manuscript correct.
He told me Berts had read him at the law. Demo. club this editorial in Carter Han's table (written by C.S.) on Burt's suggestion, story of detail, and had sent it to the Pulitzer prize jury, and had received word that it was not sent too late; that he thought it was one of the most brilliant pieces of editorial writing to hand ever seen and that he held it would be a formidable contender for this honor.

and might the Pennington hotel and she would give $50 toward the expense of printing Berts essay. No. 12. The bulk - in the bulletin published by this 10:10 Nth. Carn, as a supplement, and also for twenty 500 copies in a readable form, to be sold for benefit of the Wm. Dem. Club, and the Pennington, rep. the Nth Carn. told Berts that after the had said it would cost $350 she had arranged to transfer it in the tools of the other submarine, and to we said we would go, or she had
some money in Secretariat for an earlier number of the Bulletin which had not, in fact been purchased.

Mr. Han's letter to Mr. Child was dated Jan. 29, 1925; it thanked Mr. Han for the letter and added that Mr. Han's constant deal not attack as much importance to the total and as deal held on the heath land review amended the indenture.

5th March

We decided on Mr. Han's committment. I explained that the two thousand feet of land together with this letter we could find council, the committee said, be sufficient with what the land owner said that the security should be extended. He said the was very much pleased and would give notice next week before he left. He did not, however, do so.

6th. Sat

Received letter dated Jan 17, 25 from Mr. Han's agent, Mr. Barns, St. Iona, Scotland.

Mr. Han's letter was a committent to Mr. Han as Commissioner for Jan 4, 1926, Hotel Roma. Rome.

I read that Anna is dead, that she is settling in Rome. I am very sad that in her and wish her to come.

Desirable. (Anna)

We cannot I wish to sleek. This is Anna.
My dearest mother, if I were back on earth I would write to you,
and this is a real chance. I love you so much.

I wanted to send you a Christmas message from the ship, but I could not put it through.

But I did get a Christmas message through; you sent it by cable.

Father and mother, I hate telling you this, and how I love you, how much I have seen. I am not sure when I can come back.

The father, dear, know much there is for which I thank you; much that you gave me while I was there. I have carried with me ever since.

I am smiling again at some things. I think I am just between two worlds and the father. I don't understand what it is.

And I want to thank you for what you have done since I came over.

Our times have just got right, always.

And don't forget about the writer.

And me out in this world. There were

- Mother as I read, now, thank you, mother, thank, I shall love you, more than I can think you in earth, talk to me just like that. I can't tell you what tears it calls. I am lost and thoughts are like wonderful words about me. But not, that endure as I care and angel. I don't mean it that way. I have substance. Your thought has substance that touches me. And I want to tell you both - even if I do not get messages to your obituary in words - that I am with you and nothing to you. My dear father, quietly you will know that I am celebrating to you. My love to you, dear mother, New Year - may it bring you gladness, blessing the knowledge that we are still living together, and always. Then in your devoted home, always to you.

(As I read, want, they want to put me a book back, but Mr. A. I don't see it, great.)

(Anonymous)

Father loved Ellis

In this library, Mrs. Washington
The room walls line with book shelves. There are two book shelves on the wall of books in the left hand wall of the shelf. Counting the shelves from the bottom shelf ... and, two, three. Two hundred (I guess it is; seems to be the second shelf from the bottom), counting the books in from the side of the bookcase, there are two books in the front back book. Not the front back of the first back book. Look it out and —... Anna says. Dobler: take it out. Open it at random and you will know why I asked you to do it. Your last word is: right when my message to you's

I want to get this right, something doesn't say a fixed book, I can't get that out of my mind. Something else that is suggestive of Anna. Some word or phrase, or something.

That's all for the line. Anna says something very much. She says it's the right, we will try again. So I very different word to be discerned. I sent right. She says that in the center table in a book lying: a book that mother and I used to read together, that I am very fond of.

(Then that does not seem to amount to much as there are many books that I used in the room in the ground floor at 919 Transfair Street, house owned by that amount of our books.)

Thursday, Sunday

Renter received a letter from the second, dated Jan 20, learning, family.

Among other things she said:

- "During Thanksgiving week, I feel like all the doors and Anna were trying to get a message to you. I left it but could not get it down in words, after I am sure Anna was near and several times, trying to send you something about Thanksgiving. I was too much occupied to get it. 

- Later when I was quiet, I got a message in my mind from some," said, "Love to my parents." Scattered, and just got the same, so I sent my cable, then not right when fact and I went.
at all, I laid down quietly and saw Alva come into the room and sit down by me, immediately giving me the message we sent you. She wanted to see you a week later and we would try but we got our travel应用 to you.....

I knew Alva came that night.

Wsf: Hend.

Best met Mr. Burdick at the American Legion Club. He said he would have called like that. Col. House had been an ardent supporter of Mr. Harriman for President in 1912 and that the news remembered perfectly hearing the figures of Col. House and A.H. Harriman, a reciprocating talking in the adage phrase: that the following account of Mr. Harriman was used: that Mr. Harriman was in the race for President and that the others two-backed Harriman: also that Benjamin Burdick used to say House came about the Col. House's election. He looked who was great friends of Benjamin.

July, 1913.

House, in the West. I met him and said he also wanted to see Mr. Harriman a year from now, but that Mr. Harriman said: I refuse. Allady, and it troubles that I am President; I want Alva: Burdick was elected in accord. w. Alden.

Mr. is very healthy. The fact is that Alva went to see Mr. Harriman Thursday and, and I think, by letter, to almonds eat, and House strongly recommended eat to Alva. (in earlier Hearle.)

The Pet connected with question raised by P.S. of 14 June—whether a case do local attorney was given a claim for collection in an isolated deal, the bond contract must be delivered to the bond for a local bank. See if young. At the duty of another, any combination. The board of boards of directors of Mr. Burdick, Burdick, Burdick, or Burdick.

The council advised that it was not necessary to report such combinations to the board, as such attorneys were still officers in embargoes of Mr. Harriman, eating...
January 10th.

American Red Cross 

March 10th.

Wm. 17. Monday.
Arrived at in Washington Feb 19th, 1923. For Bermudes, the last time we ever saw her again.

Curtis in morning, told him the long council, so that he being dead at 1 am. our attendance. She had moved me last night that he was very ill and we wished to shelter her child, we could not hear through the night.

Samantha
Fed. Amer. C. medal today.

Wm. 18. Monday.

March 19th.

Called in to Col. Smith. Col. Hamilton

Wm. 20. Sat.

Hamilton arrived.

Wm. 21. Sunday

Wm. 22. Monday

Wm. 23. Tuesday

Wm. 24. Wednesday

Wm. 25. Thursday

Wm. 26. Friday

Wm. 27. Saturday

Wm. 28. Sunday
Mr. 25, Thursday

There was no Cluney. Cole and Haefele were also there.

S. B. was his usual Wemora, Walshe said Ayrton was an

Ayrton was his usual Wemora while they were in

Paris— that he had always said to

him that he could not accept

it.

Mr. 27, Monday

Mr. 24, Monday

To start came from NY to discuss

the draft of our Annual Report. We

him. While the Instructions

belie, but he objected to many

there in it and said he would not

it.

a minority report. Mr. Cole was and said that

ratio at NY. He then said I have

sent the DF. Let me say this, and,

naturally to

date, and the shape of the full

for no reason advancing them. He further

saying that that equation

ratio was misused, gold standards, indirectly

and wanting such a good reason to address

in our report. He denied such would be

Use. Carried out that the 8-12

Aumay said that the high and

costs, lower and lower. Rate

lower and lower. Rate

slowly going up to 8% with no object that

t a small bank could, that self even self

and lent to people he, and that it

would lead to increase. Everywhere rates

lower at a higher rate, rate would

reduce costs and lower.

It would seem that lower cost would lower com. rates. No 5

The Ad hoc next agree with the

Ad hoc agreed saying, if you will only

times that it will involve him

t "get by"— he evidently have a business

matter for the rest of the Fed.

He also practically assured Mr. of
Sat. 4th. Went out Dread at eleven. He said the banks had greatly improved the banking by refusing to allow them to interfere with bank's business, so that I vigorously approved.

Mon. 6. Sat.

With called at 4.45 p.m. and spent an hour with him.

I saw the very interesting old lady, Miss.

Sir and magnificent banker and were a week "kidding" over some

Cabinet talk, and at the same, when they were very

easy to leave her and the influence

as a daughter of Mr.

Mon. 7. Sunday

Newton Raska called with his daughter and shown me home with me. He was checked at France's bank.

Mon. 8.

The story came before Board and we gave the authority to agree to lend 15 million of dollars in the 6% of Belgium along the line of an amended credit agreement which he explained, being a copy of a cable. We knew it was risky, but few details to be subject to discussed by Board.

Eldin called and took me, with Miss,

Sister Bittles, on a long drive, stopping

for tea at the tea house on the Alexander

drive.
May 10. Last.

As 8 P.M., by request, we went into the backyard room to attend a service by the Ballantyne. There were several B.C. H.H. into the backyard, the Romney and his friends.

We entered the ballroom in a modest hall, to the sound of undulating music, and view of brilliant lights.

We sat down in a circle, to the sound of dimmest music, the 5. 8. 12. 8. 12. the walls, to an electric lamp which was under our control. Next by him was a gramophone, all lights were extinguished and the stands and gramophone which played a selection by Beethoven very low music.

We lit our cigarettes and began to chat.

In the center of the circle was a large, circular, candle, which belonged to him, and to his yard, but his yard had no candle, a lamp which played some music in the darkness. The was soldable & he H told us away with them.

After a short time a voice almost through the rafters came, saying: Good evening, people! We were told that

was the voice of Mr. Brand, a Scotchman, who lived in the Co. Then Dr. Brand's fullest address to them in a low voice. He asked for silence, among other things, which instrument it was. He led us to the yard and the flood - a thermometer. When we walked around we could not see them.

Then a blackboard, on which was placed the yard and the yard asked him to take some Annas for us and tell each other.

Shortly after we said some things and wanted to talk to us.

The flood seemed to come and no one was and a very thin, sound voice said the Annas. Then back to some conversation in the yard, so that we could not understand it, we told the three we loved God, and were prepared to enter the world. She said she was to find us on the land of the Indian to find a lunch with us. God said she always felt she was near us and with us and that that feeling was in her. She said she knew best about it.

Mr. Brand then said any one could find each other. He said to be there.
and I let him off. He had don't you remember the hugest run to drive the cows of teams, to which she said yes. Bette went hungry to James Robert but the record was not mentioned. Then were almost all the said men, saying she was tired and was not.

When some one - or think to Bernet, said James is tired and wishes to check to you. Then James began to check in a low voice - Bernet shushed the recognized the voice, I did not. He asked me to send his love to the west and to his love to the west and en was well. He asked him of any one from 1865 had just were actually and to send Farrell (mention to be kind).

He to Farrell said - How do you determine do you know me? James said yes and she do know! (By James' words and being mentioned to others is not as strange as it may at first seem.)

Then a young girl called Henry shotgun for a moment in two.

Then another beloved, poisonous, very loud, loud - Bernet asked them to bring me the shotgun, and he wanted me.

Then Bernet said James was there again, and soon they began to check through the hundred on a slightly stronger, and that very weak voice, letting me know that she was to find in France with me.

Bernet asked two of the underlined line reading her every night at 6. Old and she said she did and thought she was with me every night now at 6.

Both of the did not tell and continued her to write. No, her child at 186. She said she did and that she tried to answer her.

She then said to her happening, "Father said talking to me at all! I of believed that I had great difficulty in every tree, and asked her if she had any respect to me, or if she wanted me to carry out. She wished me at once and we could not work out a word.

A, asked her if she wanted both the write again - and she said something with this word "enables" in it.

She then said she was tired and send good report.

Each time after this story she gave a new
through the dinner in a very absolutely characteristic of arms.

As to the voice, it says the few words
she could take were soft, amuse,
but in most of the long in the word as it was so thin and pleasant. The remnants of the word "fetish" however, were characteristic.

Then there were other ladies for Arny
and Abdul Badei who should in a manner involved in England. For Arny talked with them in Persian.

Then by Refael enough for about 15
minutes, then very seriously, during conversation with Badei.

He proposed another word was
in 1927, Carlton Johnson, Howa & co.,
and Clinton against 2, 25, 25, 25 and
later hand, unless that Powell
protected it, as they called.

He said the 2 of N. wanted and
asked, that Powell looked was a
good man; that the things of
some of the dead, mateful Powell

and trying to explain the present head of the
Nation that he must have trust in the
access to his wealth; that there was a
almost dead man who could lead the people, a abroad on U.S,
but would not recall him.

B. asked to any of them were women and
be laughed sarcastically, and said No.

that B. was evidently strong on the
women,

He said it was. Story and Ambrose were
naturally strong to accord was,
He then took in good regard and the
clans ended.

Seeing the things 0.的想法 adjusted around
of hands and saw the trembling going
around the columns, 4 could want nothing
of this. Several times some were touched
at the knees, & could feel this cold.

Cold draughts were chosen of had
not been by 0.

to run out.

One is uncertain with the body
that every manufacturer could have
been influenced by a clear message,
but are to try again even.

Their voice was a moment when he 0,
From 11, Thursday

A check was prepared to be sent for the 11th. Every day before 11 a.m. in the Central Trust is transferred to the
reserves in the bank funds of the electric
light.

Mr. Allen objected to this, but it was
transferred and that it called for no
unusual amount from banks. But the
market nearly reached the from
amounts borrowed by all the banks
and the order nearly crossed Eu to
repayment. The total and would
be any amount of $1,000,000, that
this was nearly the total amount of
the bond, and that it would not be
known if it, unless it leaked out.

Mr. Allen then considered the
transfer of $1,000,000 and would be in
Stan.
I had just told the Board that the and in particular we were to try for an amendment to make it very clear that the Board was not interested in the new Federal wire terminus for a central data center for which the Board was not interested in.

The Board was contemplating whether the new terminus could be used in the state of change operations.

The letter was the Board declined

Cott said the Board was obligated to a letter to the Council, asking it advised on to what extent the Board could continue in respect to excessive use of the credit ultimately used from the call loan market, but that in the event the letter was not sent, as in 86 it was stated that the Board in any manner attempt to the development of a procedure which would involve all other eliminations the source of the credit facilities, that that seemed to signify that the Board determined that it would bar any further use of the credit facilities for a commercial bank, which had been interested in the call loan market and

perhaps even that it would, Cott said that there was very serious question of law; that in fact, the Board was not solely commercial lender, but could loan a credit to the telephone, that unless a debtor was created against any bond over the bond must reach others in the MTs against any bond loan, that it might be held that a MTs could redeem the any letter not to terminate unless for any reason it was a debtor, that if it reduced the source would become different subject to the bank to heavy services, and that the question should be carefully considered what caused the Board and by way of effect as to a withdrawal to express content with each call loan obligations, but that had in this form it might be considered as a determination of the Board, in advance of the Council's consideration, to notify dealing the call loan market through the source of refusing discounts, Cott had suggested changes in 86 and Cunningham suggested letting out
Credibility.

eastern said that "he never objects to a properly phrased letter to be enclosed with a telegram letter."

Muller moved to adjourn the letter on expediency end.

eastern moved to long at a long table for the president. At least until the change of the question was settled and it was so voted, and the great cunning man voted no and Muller voted yes. The count was president, no 1, yes 2.

(See vol. 156 for the copy of letter)

After the meeting I went into the Hollow office and explained my business about the change of sending the letter in the form Muller drafted it and printed and that Muller would not change it. The president thought that change should be refused to bring business for speculative transactions. I sent the change in draft for letter to the council member black and asked "for a long time I have believed, and can not repeat, that black in a black line running from one around."

Her see, frankly said, "(I know it also and feel sure we know this can be done in mind at each end of the line)" using to Muller and Hooper.

The following is quoted from Muller's own statement to the Board, sent to the chairman of the Board, Jr. and delivered July 25 before the Commonweal Club of Boston:

"The use of Federal Reserve Credit for speculative or unprofitable purposes is prohibited by Executive Resolution of the Act. It is clear, therefore, that no bank has a tender stake in an applicant for Reserves beyond accommodation, which is subordinating credit for speculative uses. It is the duty of the Member to help in the current needs of the Reserve Banks.

Reserve Act."
New 13 Sept

called upon her Merrifield care to take her

lunch to Banta.

New 14. Sunday

had ten strange cases. She had to go over my claim. Table on linen bandbox.

New 20 Sept.

Meeting them both. Investigating, hearing cases.

Mr. Toyn "

Her S. solicited against a notice only by

friend that week, as designated can be

not meeting unless otherwise advised.

Her S. said they were a voluntary one,

and that they had authority to issue such

an order, endorsed in terminating dates.

With Mr. Toyn, etc.

Her S. of the Chamber, it was established and not directed to

bath with all them with women in

course of events. It was held it could

be carried her own to come to back

with her own firm. To her to come; no instruction to write an

ordinary note.

lump. Resolution followed on to remove of not
to work very clearly.

We finally set to would agree at not

meeting the builing was substantial.

"Meeting in the Chamber roll book" demanded:

"shall be arranged by the two

and the Chamber of the roll at least

lists and at such places as may be

recommenced by the business considered

and as may seem the convenience

of the roll and of the town.".

The Chamber are send them would be

perfectly satisfactory.

The whole this Her S. can not think

what we called her no changes

in investments.

Her S. said a business between had

started in all over the country; that

it was unknown to her news well, it

would continue; that we can not

estimated and started orders been a

2.0% medical, but real increase was

only 3%; that we must be increased
to coding. This reason of not

lump; that we suspect to be merely
To make further investigations to cover any such cases of it occur.

Mr. Wilson reported on the reorganization of the Dollar.

So arranged then must suppression as to subject of divided service and then treatment of these.

Mar. 21. Sunday

Mr. Hunting called; had just seen Mr. Wilson who sent out to continue my visit there. He was over the standards in wheat; that Blaken was keeping on wheat; that Mr. Wilson had complained this.

For not represented in Mekk: that change was that Blaken wanted lands as the station off to sell wheat.

Mr. Wilson said Blaken was very short-lived but a bill; that he agreed to buy for the house over the smaller ones; that the larger Blaken was somewhat wanted.

Mar. 23. Monday

Ordinary business.


Mar. 25. Wednesday. Ordinary business

Two strong letters of D. Y. Hunter; and the bank was not willing to continue the war for Mekk - 102 million; that there were a number of business and the country; that eu, such heavy burdennings there will be a tendency to build beginnings of European lines; that Blaken in European control land; that he felt change of a considerable nation in line. Ms. Mellett: that we ought to begin a way, structure to lend money, must; that the money was very tough, by adverse lines, industries burdennings for Mekk, and then just growth of ability of burdennings ended to conclusion; that reducing and ratio could really help them carry their term in Mekk, and not make them too much; that it was the amount (of all) of 50 million that Blaken should be given in case of emergency to save the country, by burying the war. And also not to exceed 50 million of burdennings in
addition to reimbursement of ten dollars to members.

The matter was discussed at length & Mr. Mott, naturally objected. 

Finally Mr. Barnes that laterI suggest a committee to:

"To develop the money market
conditions any need for doing so. In amount of $200m, in the sense of the
change in the limit amount in reserve to $200m, that no transactions should
occur after 6 p.m. without committee

Mr. Mott then indulged into account, seems to
consider this
"A moment of the
in the words of
the above, with the addition of the
following:"

"On the 14th Mr. understand that the
Board, if any limit, in its discretion, may
remains the authority to make such
transactions."
came on with his collection and announced
the business business into a real concern
result: that the order for which we were
Generals in the field & if we could not hand
them to handle an inquiry for 3 men with
Aris. We should declare the Bank,
his letter in the field were serious any
message was not authorized, nor the
at the time.

Cecil thought and then if the emergency came
mount, with myself & me, & last might not
have a genuine business.

Cecil also thought and to declare that the Bank
wrote to five men and authority to declare
his 15 decisions and, on our account, to
Go million.

Cecil agreed to be declared that the work for
the general accomplished only after the Bank,
union was rejected.

But then wanted to ask his master to come
in. He then returned to bring the two
and left the meeting.

See Mr. Wilson in Philadelphia
Meeting time adjourned.

Nov 23. Threw.

See Helen came on the morning. We see, read
announcer of yesterday meeting to the cloth and
came back. We see, then asked same to explain
yesterday's action. Cecil has briefly explained
on to the thing and the 15 other wars.

In the morning, Cecil said, I had been stated
at yesterday meeting by one member (many
shells) that he never could warrant to delegate
authority to the Board to issue a demand
amount of money in the market. Declared
and not able to think.

Cecil said the Bank is asked to put delegates
to come to only three cases — first, the
Bank now probably would declare in some
decade every endeavor shall, as thing
might be different in obtaining a
promise that we must put some
delegates to the Board — on general in the
field.

Cecil said to himself that money could
go into this when issued as a matter of
right, subject only to general rejection
of the Bank and that the Bank had been
understood to send any such resolution.

Cecil added that he bound on the
Mr. Lee had frequently given such directions to the Bank, that only 3 months after or since 6 December to replace the loan of 15 million of dollars, in which it was assumed to have been made in a very emergency, would result in an interesting study, etc., if we were taken now.

Cunningham said he did not object to delegating authority to the Bank generally but that he thought no general emergency existed warranting it.

Platt held the same view.

Lee had recently said the matter depended on Mr. J. and the fiver, and advised no emergency existed so warranting it. He did not consider the statements of the fiver stated yesterday that he would never agree to any delegation of authority to substitute any amount of money on the note, as it knew £2,000,000 was sent out that he had to agree among the Bank, etc., in 3 months or so.

Mr. Lee said the Bank had not been called upon to make the whole trouble in N. Y. and that the Bank's current bankers were loaded with new issues of securities, etc., that not it was placed.

Lee stated who the messenger was (Mr. Horn) but Lee had declined to just the source of his information.

Lee said that the Bank must be instructed by Mr. Horn from a source who had declined to reveal.

Lee said that there was undoubtedly a rumor in the Bank, that new and old very near whether it was well not existing means; that it held the feeling of distinctly looking towards more liquid with be of great advantage at this present time.

James B. received the letters of yesterday, which were received.

No. Platt, Lee, Cunningham.
Mon 26th today

We had held telegr to furious, who said it was perfectly well understood that his views were diametrically opposed and that they had decided that h. for unquote "impossible to do action which the
Muller were very much disturbed at.

Mon 29th. S.h.

At a meeting in the hotel restaurant, Muller brought up a resolution in subject of raising of certain letter limits. The resolution was proposed before the council on Dec. 20, 1923, a day or two later, objected to by Connubil, who said the original resolution of Mar. 24, 1923, must not be revised as the demand of the other limit limits, but that the council was object to amending it. Council accordingly introduced the following:

"Whereas on Dec. 25th the following resolution was introduced:

That in the event of the failure of the other limit limits,

Connubil, by vote of the Council, in order to be held in session on Dec. 25th. Muller also called and

Muller said that the council had decided to reduce the limit limits of the Reserve to central bank money balances. Muller also called the Resolution of the Reserve in April 1923, which did not limit to regulate the limit limits, and it is continued to believe the case in even when the said (see p. 131) that the Reserve had never issued a Regulation on other limit limit balances.

Muller's panel said if there were any doubt of this matter, we should go to
,... empire, etc., until quietly put to rest.

Mr. Butler set the stage for the event by asking whether or not the course of events and conditions would be the same as in the past. He said that Mr. Wilson had told him that the course of events would be similar to the past, and that Mr. Wilson had indicated that the situation would be similar to the past, and that the situation would be similar to the past.

Mr. Wilson, however, indicated that the situation would be somewhat different from the past.

Mr. Butler also said that he had visited a school containing what he thought would be important issues, but that the discussion was not very important to the school's authority, and that the discussion developed that Mr. Wilson's was absolutely wrong; that Rebecca was not willing; that the local distribution was at the school, and that Mr. Wilson, however, that all of the "room service" of the falling out of that "mischief".

He also added that he knew of the course taken by him afterwards that he did not agree with Mr. Wilson, but that he had voted the same. He said that he had a way of summarizing discreet within the time.

On 29. November

Sir Maurice has called. He said that the State had met in a council.

He had been concerned that the word could be an important consideration of the State, but that the present was the least known to move, and that the word must be quoted accurately; that later he would be glad to answer questions on the same understanding.
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Jan 30 Tuesday

Start first with carefully the other until now.

1. Primary refund to account of cash and
   provide and to effect of return on sale
   in general capital return

2. boned to being of bonds of
   U.S. bond then return them back to
   each side; when with purchase to
   subsequently commercial investment, equal
   that in other only at deal, as
   at present, under what called affiliated
   agreements.

And declined the loans and allotted others
   that insured. Can’t to be under sound
   intervention of R.B. money — to the duty of
   this bank to decide and recommend plans
   for this transaction, sale, and disbursement
   of the other rent disbursements of the
   New York, in accordance with the
   about principles and such regulations
   as may from time to time be laid
   down by the R.B. Board

We about regulation entirely base down principles
and is a number, harmless regulation. It also,

To be sure, present to other current regulations
and none such have been yet accepted by the
Board.

In M. bank, therefore, if they decided that
the purchase were in accord, under the
above principles, could not any kind any
next securities in the other only, equal
at least, some current regulation of the
Board accepted.

work, star this evening load a long not, to bow
smiling Spanish of bunny(?) la Cenin.

very well received, given as few as M.K.

Jan 26 Thursday

Mr. Goldsmith says Jan 2 should be check
not known to even being reissued, and
that the President granted the reissue
yesterday in a letter before signing & canvass.

Mr. A.C. Bowman, then toshio of Minnesota
of States called. He said the town during &
the city was splendid, a very old friend, of the.
At this time I said to Mr. and Mrs. Green, "Mr. and Mrs. Green, I would like to have a talk with you about the matter of your return to the United States. I understand that you have been considering returning to the United States for some time."

Mr. Green replied, "Yes, Mr. Martin, we have been thinking about returning to the United States for a while. We have been here for over thirty years, and we feel that it is time for us to return to our homeland."

Mrs. Green added, "We have many family members in the United States, and we feel that we belong there."

Mr. Martin said, "I understand your feelings. It is not an easy decision to make. But I believe that it is important for you to return to your homeland."

Mr. Green thanked him and said, "We will consider your advice and proceed with our plans accordingly."
campaign, I sowed if I went to declared, under
the center illuminated to sufficient workers
who with many bullet holes of and
very desperate; shout bullet, of course
knew thin and I struggled with greatly
greater learning not quite in week.

At such internally he died not think he
could vote for leader, but be triumphed
Bulleth with certainly amount and rested
with.

He said he could thin Bulleth my name
child be check in at west so I did be
embarrassed before long adjournment.

8 P.M.

We attended another speech in the
bedyards woman with Valcour.

I read: him n. to himself, him friend, he
son he his Neil (include 80 E. Howard); 1844
and my self. I lasted from 8 to 10.30
"So Barratt" talked at great length and
predicted a war within 1 year Oct.

Esk. John & Rowen against the U.S.
A. brewers bullet also flashed with
40 horse and took him up for death
of an old friend, union like same.

which to those had not talked with, man had to
run the box 50 years.

At such thanks to A.P. in a thin, bubble would not
change thin at this first speech. Action had
to set up to declaim what thin trouble was
in old to who this head referred in seinen,
but the result was not satisfactory.

Bulleth asked too if the head might some me
who had just "jive order" been Albany (her
city) and this said No but I must read
the will." Bulleth said - "Anna that sounds
so bad you!" Bulleth said - what are you
doing now bro? the said I am teaching,
leading children to imagine. I am to
thinking and now he said we knew the
were thinking, told instead of thins was
any thing else wanted me to do the true
and the said No.

Mullatt said, did the chance to the brother
in the Neil. In the Neil, to last two
chases of a man, infamed by these termites,
of whom the 1st brother was thin and
stolen away. He said are least died
of this timely and asked where thin
men, were stolen. The brother began to
shook, saying your friends, but no answer
was obtained on to where it was.
sently, Mr. Burnett said firmly and bluntly, "That's all, Mr. Mac. I have said my say."

Mr. Mac raised his head, looked at Mr. Burnett, and then lowered it again. He said, "Mr. Burnett, I have been thinking about this... What do you want me to do?"

Mr. Burnett said, "I want you to go back to my house and bring me the keys to the safe."

Mr. Mac replied, "Yes, Mr. Burnett. I will do that immediately."

Mr. Burnett added, "And tell the bank that I will be there in a few minutes."

Mr. Mac left the room, and Mr. Burnett remained there, lost in thought.
Finally, Dr. Burnell said, "and suddenly, suddenly, he knew that the chamber was quiet. Suddenly he knew that the sawdust around him and some sawdust near surrounding him - she also felt a cold draught. Suddenly, Burnell's voice was heard saying "Mother". Valentine said the candle took left and it must have been extinguished, the soap was so hot. Nothing further developed, therefore Dr. Burnell said, "and suddenly, it came, after all, every day, and the cold would not be able to convert all, directors - which we heard he would do."

Dr. Burnell continued, "and to begin by cutting around a loaf and baking, any bread, and used to bread."

I forgot to add, that after week, after week, we were unbleed in the wall of the church, when we were the current among I don't know, and they also were to bread and cut. From that's manner, I think it was not correct."

I thought it was a surprising circumstance and that the bread itself, asked him to buy their.
about 5. P.M.

We dined in Mr. Kenneally's. Collett and Cook left.

Mr. Kenneally went to be sick.

Mr. Kenneally asked to allow Valley Bank of Denver, Cal., to have a branch 50 miles away in Aurora as a branch. We had understood no branch bank condition on the Valley Bank when it entered the system and, this only general vote in which there were any important changes of opinion which clearly was not the case. Mr. Kenneally agreed to this action in had left room before vote taken. James, however, voted No. Next he agreed similar was no important change of views, but strongly voted No. W.W. Plott, Miller & Co. voted Yes.

At 10.30 a.m. Elliott's Bill of Sale, amount

was at hand checked on the Collett & Co. of Boston. Cunningham set a long time ago. The Bill had been turned into lending. The Bill of Sale had been taken from the agent's safe at the Bank and Court. Stafford joined him in a verbal unheard which ought to be disapproved and the.

Policy of the Bank, about refused to be unapproved. It was presented next to Cunningham that he of the Central Bank was from the other side, and if then changed the vote to an money to accommodate him particular about. A large debt of the Bank in cash. It advocated that was a year ago, but for the Bank and Borth, around the money in Collett's salary to $600. He was thin and in now combined, etc. of the Bank, and they both said he was a very able man who helped various officers and corner of his Bank, and that ultimately being worked to match the Bank see, to tell him the West, Merton, and that the Bank money all their parties, abounded the interest in salary, then reburying in advance the action was taken.

This would not understand in Judge a

James to Cunningham, all the letters asked for this Bill money a table.

Plott trusted into, and coldly agreed, that a spread this time refused to admit any one at see but to see, or see, see.

Miller, however, refused several of the1st, feared of the Borth of a account. See of the

row being are see. of the Bank.
A few days passed, and a resolution that it would be added to the list of the Red Cross was discussed. It was decided that it should be added to the list of the Red Cross. This was done, and the Red Cross was asked to make sure that the resolution was properly recorded.

April 16. No news today. A letter arrived today, which stated that the Red Cross had decided not to add the resolution to the list of the Red Cross. However, the Red Cross had decided to add the resolution to the list of the Red Cross.

Hand was very ill. Hand was admitted to the hospital, but his condition was not as serious as expected. He was discharged from the hospital on April 17. He was discharged from the hospital on April 17. He was discharged from the hospital on April 17.
draft (which was a revision of the first draft
who, little draft was finally completed about
Jan 15, 1913) made on the result of the work
from Glan’s career, as the 2nd draft, followed
during Jan. 16, May 1913, in suggestions of Hobson
who, was finally rejected by all. Abandoned
later, in June, a 4th draft was made
containing Bryan’s suggestions. (June 7, 1913)
for all of time. The WMD was travelled on.
4th Round travelled further to leave a
centralized WMD at certain time in
May to the 26, 1912, and Bryan no one of it
in his loss as early as this.

Then the Round was given an abstract
of the 4th draft to study it with
N Y committee and looks a copy of
the completed draft to the draft
get in turn B showed it to Bryan
who violently criticized it from abroad.

April 7, 1926

Mr. Brunner, 118 T Street, Boston 28

Boston (i.e. not)

Springfield, I/L

April 5, 26

As a line to let you know that I had a
most friendly letter with the consent along the
basis we had talked when I called on you
at your office on Thursday. I am sure the
matter will have the attention within a
reasonable time

I appreciate very much the opportunity I
had to meet the other members of the
WMD to whom you so kindly introduced
me.

Most sincerely

A. E. Brunner

John J. Stark, Esq.

Sent Sen. that a copy of the above.
A few days ago, that the Red establish a credit
bureau on Bank, and directly 3 or 4 per cent.
Rate to 200 per cent to credit and devalue.
Otherwise, when we introduced a power needed
for our currency to create a Bureau to create
on which, system of credits as to the
bureaucrats, for which it is not
uncommon now. We'll have
400, and the Red voted no.

Red so voted because they believed that
they should not credit any one whom they
could only buy or sell to, and we know
no others. It tell the President they must
choose some one in the Menger side.

Menger voted no because the Red believed
we should definitely credit the Red.

The Red has no power to devalue
any asset—we can only exchange or
devalue our shares or reserves. We can
only exchange our currency in the Red
as we do at Red.

If we can use no such newspapers,

Million interests into a cursive uninteresting.
sent to him. I asked him if the cricket
team could play at any house where I had
a cricket, but he said not a cricket was
ready for this season.

He said his club had volunteered acts 1 and
2.
1. That the motion be established
2. That the stand, where the act is to be,
could and should.

He agreed to allow it to be hung on table
until I was comfortable to act.

He finally agreed to this.

I do not know what is in the mind
but I believe the club run a centralized
secretary must to examine all forms made
by the clubs & committees, etc.

This club is the worst kind of antikilo
authority ever requested to this club.

Mark C. Ward

No official authority of 1/3 of executive
authority by Wm.

Wm. almost voted No. He said the body had
not been in a condition of Wm.
as it was a kind of charity.

about 8. bread. Thursday

Mr. S. Senate

Year under act:

April 20th

"Acknowledging sum of any, I am grateful
to know that daily the subject was on
lips of your masters of the White House.
I have talked with both Senate leaders
and House. He further stated that he
had heard that there had been some
discussion of the White House of this
appointment and that other leaders that
you would, and again that you would,
not be selected. He added: "we understand
you should be appointed to this latter
office."

He did not explicitly state the com-
position, but invited my opinion of
your qualification and suitability, which I
just unreservedly,

Mr. S. Senate, in the other body, was
unqualified in this advocacy of you
and said he very correctly thought
you would be unqualified
if you still think it advisable, I
will seek an opportunity to talk
with the Wm. and then or the return

with cordial regards for you and the
Senator, sincerely yours, than
March 10, Sat.

Sen. M. Sén. G. said Bruck. Sen. D. said to bell and I went to Washington as a matter of course, and sent up there was anything we could do to help me on any command. I suggested that the Senate w. Sen. hem who. He said we would do all we could. He said the term was very essential terms w. Commander. It is clear that we would have to elect the old set every year. Senator to go with them to the Cabinet House and ask for my advice.

It was said潘 were most warren, dictator, and intellectually deplorable; that he could not a total failure in the Senate. 

Bruck said Peck said he would tell them that he was not a Republican and did not believe in Reconstruction, but that it was sound national for him in work. to be done.

Sen. B. said Peck can not be nominated.

Sen. B. said Sen. Need (Mr) was a good lawyer and somewhat worst intellectually. He asked that Peck should be making the most when him and not for the good.

March 11, Sunday

Went to dinner about ten. Bruck saying I had asked him to come W. Shae and suggested that if he came to see Dr. H. and with his friend a reasonable notice, it might be well. I added that I had not act, wireless to this deputation.

March 12, Sunday

Plotts send the news a letter w. Under Secretary went last week, and that in said that while ordinarily he would think to be a Republican appointed to him, W. Road, that in him under he were decidedly of opinion that bills disabled and should receive a report, and that he would say so to see H. M. L.

Mar. 13, Sunday

Then went and met Bruck read him the and that they had arranged that each electromagnetically would call in his friends and into my bark.

I wrote Bruck a long time and suggesting that he had the President I am an active member of the House and time
been in 30 years; I also told them of the report.
affiliations of the present Board, honesty and
that Judges were added on an announcement of
an unbridled, genuine, and honest, stock. They
in 174 and their offices.
I also wrote them to send about timely
a lighter written copy of my notes
on to Washington.
early the next thing called me into and
asked if I would speak on it by 6:05 and to
my way to the Treasury,
I did so and found them very much
around on the Mellon statements in the
Board on to the thing implemented by the
needs of the state secured in determining
in funds, 6 miles or 6 miles.
He said he intended to declare to them in
the testimony, this can before the House
y. Yes, Congress; that Mellon was ever
very unfaithful about it, and that they
the Board treating Mellon reports.
I also heard second this
my three things many times.
String said he would bring Mellon in
in this; him and that these would be
an explosion.
I advanced against his doing this on its real
shock not tenderly deters high in this old
and certainly requires the system
of Judges, Presidents, etc., in a county,
eral a rabbi, emphatic, and to send that
Mellon, Judges, the law, and, then, elsewhere
and are designed together in this incident
of radical depletion. He said he certainly
will try attempts to this law & Mr. Clemens
before he finished the testimony.

Friday, Oct. 16

Mr. Carnegie found at work.

A new discussion over and over being done by
the Bank. Jones, a private or secretary of
Mr. Scott. Scott had an old resolution,
drawn by Mr. Scott some years ago calling
for another meeting of the Board.
Committee to dispose of a case of bad
law, and asked that it to be cooperated.
Next, who was present, said that it was
not necessary, and be finally introduced
a resolution abridging cases, ward
in numerous corruptions which was
memorandum.
Scott said Mr. L. of N. or written the
General Palmer in the House did not want to be governed by laws but by himself; that they defeated their President. He was afraid it was wise to help New York.

My visit with a view to finally present in Jan. 2 of N.

Baldwin said the 2 of N. had cut down the salary budget; that the money had to discharge all of the debt ordinary and must go on itself; that the next was only too glad to meet the situation of N. Baldwin 2 and all others.

we all lounged at the club.

the morning received note from C. Bleak, as follows:

Dear Mr. H.

I saw the President yesterday and had a pleasant interview with him.

He first said that the bill was out way, "how is your health." I replied that I had no reason to believe that your health was at all unbalanced, and that I had seen you only a day or so before, any improvement that your health was not

and wished it and, I suggested, to the best that you had in hand have been, even a large degree of retirement the result because of the domestic situation which had threatened you. I also told him that had, there was very serious that you should be admitted, at all. He pressed on the eas and said, "is the center from our view?", exhibiting a decidedly serious interest.

I told him that they certainly were, because I had a conversation with him about you only a few days before.

this morning I suggested to him that he had better be, the President just as soon as possible, and he said that he would.

Truly yours,

C. everett Price.
but I was thoroughly examined in Berlin; that every organ of my body was X-rayed; that the shadow was slight everything was absolutely normal, except that the X rays of my teeth showed lines in bad position; that I could blamenothing and that I had now almost forgotten it was my teeth. I discharged as quickly. He wanted the council of alarm then, and not to worry - that he would look after it himself.

This morning I answered one Brussels letter telling him of two numbers just as I did the other.

Apr 17, 1849

Mr. A. said that in Russia, they may be a person of that kind. Mr. A. himself are said to have a candidate, but he has instead of him, besides Mr. B. himself, but he is a Democrat, so that he may consider what to do. The church go to one of them at any rate. In any case Mr. A. himself claim that others still continued to be tried by a New Englander. (see Sec.)

Apr 18, Sunday

Dinner with Mr. & Mrs. Goodbody. We and Mr. A. were there.

Bread and the other bread, Nottingham; D and the

Paul and Mrs. Nottingham and Mrs. H. & Mr. Woman.

I had been there & P. B. that I had economized

them for the carriage 50 and they were very

much pleased; it explained that I should to be

shown means nothing as there were many

as many suggested from which been

taken.

Apr 19, Monday

Mr. C. said Mr. B. N. Y. had offered Warren of our

nominal division 200 to go into them

embrang to study question relating to church.

and said, that Warren, this an agent of his

could come to B. about it and he said

yes, that Stewart, now in N. Y. said he could

give Warren from

Walker was very indignant. He said we could

so much better while would them Mr. C. N. Y. but that we had already

practically been absorbed by that cause.

we might as well let it go all alike.
research work instead of medical, when the
protests had been on canvas before the
Board that would naturally be a row.

It said it would not be fair to assess
warrens insuring men in cases any one
suspected to the proposed new system of
the N.Y. bank, and seemed to say it in
the letter vented an inquiry we learned
about two new cases.

all agreed that parties could do their best
the should work on any one whatever to
medical warrens relying on how
which the were getting news.

Harman came to the hotel and explained that
they wanted to basing for the warren claim,
many charge of any relative with such
contact banks, loans, investments et al.

The 20th had

Harman drew a formal letter to say
the medical warrens in the warren
claim at 6,000 the year.
He had the Harman with Virginia Bank. This led
me any way and go to Cleveland in 12-3
at 800 if the N.Y. could not get him

For I heard and he was not at all well, that he
suffered directly from blacktop troubles as
well as from diabetes in the case; that he had to
go to the doctor twice during the day.

The Board voted in with the N.Y. to enucleate
various at 600 the year, and to cancel the
provision been statistical claim of Board.

Harman said he wanted a copy of Harman's
letter to read in at the hearing of Army
town. This book, which it was a remarkable
thing sent by the Board of the functions to the
N.Y.

It said clearly the N.Y. had not a report
to leave a medical examiner, particularly appointed
about their lead mlnting to see with our
research work and that up the leisure.

so I asked what for a copy of the
said letter to say stating that the following
way to bring into a ballroom before the
Board was through the Harman and
said Harman had strictly concurred with this.

latter said it was done behind the
ball and he again required from the
wife in release of health.

The 21st very angry and said it was
Mr. 21, Wed.

Mr. A. Wentworth of [illegible] of Atlanta came before the Board and said the officers of the [illegible] and others of the lending [illegible] a feeling of amounting being burdensome to the bank without too much scrutiny of the notes they obtained for reimbursement. He said he and a number of the other [illegible] absolutely obtained such a feeling; that [illegible] would in an improved condition; that further [illegible] would be used by them for buying [illegible] in [illegible] of the general debentures; that these [illegible] were guaranteed by [illegible] for [illegible]; however, said a report to me on their contract in 30 days [illegible] that if any [illegible] would withdraw and then owe their debentures; that [illegible] would meet not for the usual debentures, as [illegible] stated, but to pay off their public debentures; that [illegible] and debtors.

Mr. 22, Thur.

Mr. [illegible] said the [illegible] for the [illegible], Saturday and [illegible] the base, he would [illegible] and [illegible] that he [illegible] payments.

Mr. [illegible] for the [illegible], no. 7 between 4 3/4 to 5 3/4%. See [illegible] were [illegible].
with sentiments, they shall be closed at that
then bring the responsibility of the Society
to and troubling the earnest declaration
to put at least to do the thing in the
mass of the. We can not into the sky
the ends formed by cardinals and their
with discretion, it would cumulatively have
its content and suddenly ceased and
In reference to a question from Mr. T. found
were perfectly conclusive that the same
negotiations. The predominance of the Mowbray
a deal of their 50 bonds
we are agreed to the view of the intent.
Mr. Blair asked if we could consider to
say whether the Mowbray instructed the
Mowbray in accordance with his wishes:
the 50 bonds and that we were having
a confidential letter within any
representation; that it was not easy
to give the main other one to the candidate
on a schedule, but an entirely different
and we made to say down a well to
be continued when the bank; that
writings were entirely contrary at 51
directed and must be mentioned to
a full discussion in the direction,

The Board and agreed to the, and Morton
also. I think we may hear from the
Board later.

Aug. 23. Friday

Sir, the House asked the Red to explain the
obstruction in the Fruehling line as
intended to the Senate. Platt said the
and believed w. All have and Warren and
that they both trusted the Red and
inform a reasonable decision on the Eck
and quickly from the Senate.

The Red sent on 5. P. Portland: Sir:
Muller, Jno. E. Platt, James & C.
could not have the opinion that
Joseph at as a conclusion it was
a pure conclusion and read a
memorandum prepared by Mr. and
Mr. by Winters.

In closing, meanwhile the conclusion
were presented at a preliminary
meeting held in this area and
covered the & the conclusion
observed. Muller and community.
were away.

Finally it was seen. Voted to adjourn.

Mr. H. asked that the last address be read

We meet every Wednesday and today.

We called at Clara's before the meeting

To be sure she wanted me to address

But she was in Wilton, and we went

in Monday. We then went to

But she was undoubtedly able to

hold in that manner, and sent him a

copy of the memorandum.

Rachel only called one time. Once later

in the ton. Address me when any

thing is published. Send the bank no order

I wonder if you answered.

Mr. 24. Sat.

Clara called Berta and asked me to come

Monday. A said we did not feel well to

Anna's anniversary - and she said she asked

me looking the card in that way twice or,

and said she understood perfectly.

Mrs. 25. Sunday.

Write the remaining letter of the Brown

and Clara, also order in the Brown and

sale for house.

be short today quietly together, thinking of Anna.

Mr. 26. Monday.

The anniversary of Anna's death.

In the morning at 9.30 we drove down to St. Agnes

Church. There Clara and I were always

with the clergyman, Father Anderson, to hear a memorial

service for me in remembrance of Anna. It was

the common service with a special prayer

for Anna. Clara, Berta, and I were there.

We received a large number of telegrams,

letters and flowers.

In the afternoon Clara called on us

and asked me to a long drive and into

the country.

A year ago last Feb, when Berta and Anna
March 20, 1929

Received letter from Mrs. in text as follows:

"Dear Mr. Wilson,

I am anxious to bring to your attention a matter of great importance that concerns the future of our country. I have been closely following the events in Europe and feel that we must take action immediately to prevent a war. The situation is critical, and I urge you to act decisively to ensure peace and prosperity for all.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

March 21, Thursday

Two visitors called. Said they were at a dinner in Paris a few days ago and a number of men were discussing my latest in view of the Berlin article..."
By 30. Novy

Not yet to consider report of embattlement of Men.

At Boston. Stationed at own agency on meeting this man in Havana. Custom among others.

M and others stated that Mr. E. (Cambridge) a director, banking, and others embattlement of the Atlanta office. Event was from they

We knew at own knowledge to bring along of situation.

The 18th immediately decided to send

Jamaica to Havana to investigate.

Many of the Board seemed to think the

Atlantic agency were in disrepute

...
May 2. Sunday

James, Wyatt and Herman leave for Havana.

May 3. Wed.

See, they called to show me a resident

See, they called to introduce me to Mr. Miller.

He asked me to read at will. He went on to see Mr. Miller.

In about 20 minutes he came back and

said he would say to me an absolutely

embarrassing fact. Mr. Miller said I clearly

detected the embarrassment and that he would

strongly recommend it to the President.

Then said the subject to leave my

manuscript and visit.

In Mr. Miller's manner I am satisfied that

Hellen told him the whole matter

was settled, but that there was still

true in embarrassment and I, did not

like it.

He took me to a long drive out into

the country.
May 6, Tuesday. We went to Harvard Club and came down to lunch, as she

was acting as the dinner chairwoman.

She told me that the dinner table was a

very invariable grace on Sunday morning,

writing in custom, reading, and

writing in custom, reading, and

writing in custom, reading, and
calling and that the Harvard club of

sent a scholarship to send him to Harvard.

May 7, Tuesday.

Received a letter from Mrs. A saying current had

seen him who said it would be easier to

write him. Butler, as he would have

been in the matter; that Butler heard from

her, I thought it was

Norris, but he said he had gotten

Norris and held it...

She was to have been called in Mr. A. and was

written, after the B. in writing a letter of; that

B. and the Harvard table's collection of.

She added:

The only thing I have in that own need of

P. - who is a very close friend of

Mother and who complained in a letter

in the Harvard a few months ago that

he had no wish in any memory - may have

found it. I remember - she said, he

asked me what the Harvard club was.
of the definite line of the field, I am aware, therefore before the war broke out, the President announced that a meeting at the time was impossible, but none the less the claim of the President to these lines.

The President's brother, Mr. Borden, is here today and very much to rely on himself, he has been at the hotel at any rate, that you may think advisable. Do not make to you and this letter written in your own words cliet the 18th, very sincerely.

This afternoon Mr. Borden received a letter from Mr. Borden himself, the letter of congratulations in which some engagement to again return, and at the end he said:

"Cabinet table and other leaders say that the President is going to retain his hand and cabinet table and tonight that I (Cabinet) am going to see Mr. Borden, it is the President about it." Very satisfactorily.

I am very much, I am very much in the President and the President and the President and the President and I have reason to believe that an important, although none only well liked. Thus, of course, an absolute confidence, for everything must until you learn from me again.

Whatever the outcome, I wish learned to have you and my other friends with me, as you know, the voluntary suspension measure so much more to my thinking I owed it, even in this basis of other, friends. With best regards from me, sincerely yours.

Called on the President at Exeter House today. He looked well but had a head attack of angina lasting an hour and a half, chills about 3 or 4 PM.
Jeffer

Last came in and called my attention to a
decree in the U.S. Circuit of Court. Yesterday
saying the President wanted my advice on the
Wool. Board.

He said such an order would be timely
published but he did not believe it would
have any effect on wool.

(Let See Di.)

The more I think of it the more convinced I
am, that in view of the President's letter to Black
that, the President must times told them that
they would be redressed, in confidence, and
that Black held this confidential and secretly
held not that Miller said he would reenact
and reenact my advice or the President.

The support of the President gave many trouble
in consequence. But counsel argued in favor
consistent entirely of Black's letter. Both
the industries frequent violations of the Wool
Act. But

Mr. Miller as President of the Wool Board. He
had seen counsel, willing it to a wronging

Every time he came, of which he was President. In this
and the Court, John among an abundant that
long been committed with official this board
had been criticized for violations of law, irregularities
and misrepresenting conditions, traced on effects of
been different circumstances, during the terms of
William Woolriff, their enemies accused
specific laws, real estate, wool-tampering, fraud,
violence and stress, deliberate fraud, real estate
methods, wool-tampering whenever any number
of stocks, statistical basis. Retaliations, concentration of
laws to afford material to the President
and execute the duties of director and
other duties.

He said:

The laws had been subject to criticism for a
number of years and were placed in the
control last in account of its generally
misrepresenting conditions, due to excessive
losses, shortage in wool, wool-tampering,
real estate buildings, fraud and misrepresenting
laws, irregular cash systems, real estate
violence of many kind, banks, and
related dispersal of the law
and constitution of the Constitution.
The Bank also said that on May 24, 1913 a letter was sent from the comptroller's office to the Board of Directors to express the fact that Mr. Menzland had been named to assume the duties of the acting and the law as

I have added that the frequent failures and

initial attempts were not always very well

It was also to the continued unsatisfactory condition of the bank and

the attitude of the dominant management,

who, because of the fact that the were a

member of Congress, seemed to be more

the attitude that the were entitled to
law and the regulations of the terms of

of the country.

May 9, Sunday

Cattle has in a long drought

May 11, Tuesday

Mr. Bank, consisting of men, came in and

said we had a long drought. Mr. Mellon

replied about Mitchell matters: that

Mellon was very much disturbed about

conditions in the South. He believed the recent

changes; that Mellon looked up and very

obliquely, and said he had always

been their best and confidant; that

Mellon asked him if the draft was allowed,

or should be admitted.

The Bank said that Mr. Mitchell had

certainly believed this would be

mediated; that he was very well

inclined in voting but always once

and courteous and helpful; that

the believed very much based and

respected him and could be very much

indulged to have him continue with

the Bank.

He said Mellon said he considered

this as a clear ground; that he was

very attached to him, who was
I said it was correct. Indeed, and said
of what work we all were near the end.
I then asked for what would have been impossible.
I then to recommend anyone else
for subject to the Board.

She was sent to her, so she had no

The E. came in and said办实事, I meant to
on the floor. As far as the floor.
He had sent the answer that
She said she thought it was not all
that would have been a good idea and the
agreed to. We all agreed to the very
that she would give 1/2 to the and
1/2 to the other. She both said we had
no objection.

Mr. A. originally had Celita, Hudonah, and
encouraged that she were to face on
the tribute to her been that to which
we all agreed.

Wed., May 12

The E. came in and said办实事, I meant to
that there were some party to the
that had thought that Beller might
wished to leave some time. Altogether, the
given my place. I told her, the thing was
worrying on them and that Beller was out
and that I thought the matters could
decide the matter. I was I seemed very
friendly and said the decision at all
be so kindly工業al. We said not think
for a moment if what be made.

May 13. Thursday

Memento Beller wrote enclosing a clipping
in my favor from the Cleveland
plan of the May 12. (Can be seen),
or asking up the club clubs.

Her name, Helen wrote me from Cleveland
when she was standing the day,
enclosing her own emotional, saying
it might her sentiments.
May 14, Monday

The bonds, except of ours, came in and stated again that & McChesney was much disturbed by same & McChesney suggested as to change on Mkt to avoid. Mkt to refuse to

direct mkt where he was hearing himself: some do; that he could be used want
a great number of exms. Unless our mkt a year ago.

He stated also said McChesney next we see.

May 15, Sat.

Largest group said conf. Mtg. to meet next day quarterly, saying the deferred market and what happened to their

that their should be any additional doubt about it.

May 16, Sun.

Mr. & Mrs. Sydney Browder [Mary A.] left today. Left town been in town. Quiet Thursday.

May 17, Mon.

I told them of our case & Ramey's plan to demonstrate Mkt to North central after leaving bulletin about; I said attempts had

been Mkt on circulation 188.6-million

than any other market except N.J.; that the

notion were 2½ x the debate, the
target value in the system; that where the level 90% held collateral against

no idea the collateral value was only

5½%; that she was bound to come

in market with Florida bonds; so

MA Newton told me; that if a new

cold market were cold, in order

she could take to reduce all of the
Mr. Netter; that this was late in the day and that the child wished to have his dinner and return with Mr. Netter. 

He thought, said he agreed, we absolutely; that the head was confused, in the attempt but unanswerable; that the head would vote to discuss and Netter. 

I also hold the note, even if we wanted to discuss Netter, news was not the time to do it; that such action could be to interfere. The note in question continued to be a cloud and further objection in less and that such action might consequence that one Netter. Senator, Bueler, this in absolute confidence. 

Mr. Harding came to work to conclude the pending business. The Conference room. 

He said, Bueler told evening that the meeting of this matter had been held west of this hands and left with the Bueler and the President, the great reply on the desk must want to withdraw these results. Problem now to achieve any many substance in them.
May 19. 1865

Sir, at my Board meeting.

May 20. Thursday

Second meeting to系me a jamaica wheat on Cuba, met 4th with 1st railway.... and 2nd time Combine in "Ansonia" for Ft. Mt. by

3rd and that Combine sold on several a channel to be treated. Before hearing evidence in time and

sent a report of all the stocksheld on called on for an investigation. James Watson objected to

sent several days of table.整整longly. Tuesday other abolition was held under.

Debated, age 600. Plat. No. 1st. Lebon James & Cunningham

condemned to move to allow the

Passed. I don't know what

condemned to move that stock held in called on by the Senate. Lest to undertake why. We also

condemned from the Majority.

Passed unanimously

set moved that Combine shall be called on by the Senate. Lest to undertake why. We also

condemned from the Majority.

Passed unanimously.
about 10, and our instructions from the party to accompany the inquiry statement, including the record of conduct of the member of the party.

Passed unanimously.

Credence that a formal examination should create the going act of the Board to the Bank and the inside examiner.

Passed unanimously.

The above represented a compromise so as to just carden a chance to be heard so to conduct. Credence it would be cumbersome to reveal an official would have given the Bank an opportunity to investigate and recommend further action; but if the Board sided and said absolutely no evidence justifying removal, and none of the Bank agreed, then James, however, claimed that the record book of the party in the Bank justified the removal.

Credence wanted that, reasonably, to suggest that we order to go by the Board, and that we cereal have evidence about acting.

James also wanted that to remove the public, on ground of any misconduct, certainly at a tangible decision of M. being men and later at a private town. The Bank sided and the member sided to each other then this misconduct. James set Credence even purely without...

Can’t help it, why the deal it heritage increased the salary to 2500?

James set it even seven to the office
and next to the mean.

Mr. Cunnigham set that I entered upon the
commission as clerk, to be held
over to the next William.

In the morning we were to meet Mr. Cunnigham
at a hour of half past three to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.

Next Tuesday we will meet at nine to
meet at the bank.
state that wh. a state favored his agency and wh. the U.S. was under any obligation under the plat amended to Cuba. He said it suited with U.S. enemies. 

2. Objected to going out the council of the state of the treasury land halls therein.

It was committed that Geo. H. Howard and James see the sec. and act to execute in the order.

This was handed immediately.

Geo. H. Howard object that the question be brought by the council to the convention. The sec. and the law was included to handle the question and when made to act.

Geo. H. Howard said the board of state and others have advised that the agency be handled and recommended absolute to agency, and that it be given an opportunity to be heard.

All favored this and no vote was taken on the matter went 80s or above.
May 20, 1920 Thursday

While I was out a notice to me also, was

announced as the Council.

After some time Alexander stated that some

lengths of the new loan were sold, in order to

receive them. And it was understood in

1914, that money was divided on

Wall St., but pointed out that the new loan

merger had been seized most unfairly.

He instilled his health and urged the

Mkt to do the last of it to extend to

a bank needing immediate loans.

He said, essentially, that it was only the last

certainty any loan should have.

afterward it was held that he offered about

what and beyond what limit the money

in 1914, were similarly divided that under

the old law, the banks, were an

offset made by the N.Y. banks among the

arrears of the banking house, which

under the Mkt, only secured funds of

the country, but could not be used. The

last and final claim ended in a field in the Mkt;

despite the Mkt could have 67% of

their revenue being sold, do not only by